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preface

during the 1994 95 school year I1 had the pleasure of

working as a research assistant for dr james B alienallenailen at a

time when he was completing a history of utah since WW II11

during that time I1 conducted a number of interviews to help

him with a chapter on utahs religions while my main focus

during these interviews was to gather information on the

history of various denominations and congregations I1 began

to see an emerging pattern in their comments about the

nature of life for themselves and their co congregants in

utah many of them characterized their experience in almost

identical terms regardless of which denomination or

tradition they came from this trend sparked the idea for

this thesis and piqued my curiosity to explore in a more in

depth fashion the nature of the experience of those utahnsutahna

who live in faith families distinct from that of the LDS

111ililii
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introduction

soon after its founding the mormon church began to

gather its members to central locations they gathered not
only for the moral support gained by numbers but also
because of a religious belief that it was necessary for the

saints to form the community of zion eventually the

political power of such concentrated groups mormonscormonsMor oftenmons

voted as a block along with the unusual nature of their
doctrines provoked criticism and persecution this
persecution resulted in their repeated flight from place to

place until they eventually altogether left what was in
1846 territory of the united states 1

As the mormon pioneers arrived in utah they worked to

set up communities under their own control that could not be

destroyed by antagonistic outside forces the persecution

that church members suffered in the midwest and before that
in the east created an us against them feeling among the
mormonscormonsMor themons settlements that resulted in utah realized the
mormon ambition to be a people apart under a theocratic
government 2

this situation effected a blurring of the lines between

1james west davidson et al nation of nations A

narrative history of the american republic san francisco
mcgraw hill publishing co 503 13

eing the majority allowed the mormons to dictate how
the social political and economic currents of the state
would run see eugene E campbell governmental
beginnings in utahs history ed richard D poll et al
logan UT utah state university press 1989 153 173

2being

his
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church state and community essentially all three were

subsumed under the umbrella of mormonism during the first
two decades or so after the pioneers arrival in utah very

few people belonging to any other faith lived within the

utah territory and so utah culture became in essence
mormon culture 3 after the completion of the

transcontinental railroad in 1869 larger populations of
non LDS people began to move into the state they

encountered a society dominated by the mormons and many

reacted quite negatively to this situation
over the years mormon society gradually accommodated

to a number of the demands and pressures of the members of

other faiths and the unchurched within its boundaries

they abandoned polygamy as an official practice helped

create two viable political parties and sought and in
1896 received statehood with these changes life became

somewhat more comfortable for those living in utah who did

not share the LDS tradition 4

with the advent of WW II11 the total number of non LDS

people in utah increased as industries to support the

military opened up bringing in a large group of non LDS

employees some of these industries have remained since the

end of the war others have closed these increases

ee appendix A

ee robert J dwyer the gentile comes to utah A
study in religiousRelic andliousrious social conflict 1862 1890 salt
lake city western epics 1971

2
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however were more than matched by the increase in LDS

utahnsutahna in fact proportionally utahs non LDS population

reached its greatest heights during the first three decades

of the twentieth century 5 in the last three decades or

so utahs positive economic climate has continued to

attract various companies including service and financial
businesses various manufacturers aerospace companies bio

medical and computer related companies A large number of

non LDS people have continued to come into the state as a

result of this economic growth however even with this
increase the percentage of LDS people within utah has

remained between 70 and 75 percent for the past four

decades making utah a national anomaly and non LDS people a

decided minority 6

many if not all non LDS people agree that the mormon

population in utah makes life in the state unique different
than any other state what is it about mormonism that makes

life in utah so unusual Is mormonism per se responsible

for what non mormons experience in utah or does their
experience owe its distinctiveness to merely human factors
such as typify any society rather than theological reasons

such as specific beliefs about peoples outside the LDS

see appendix A

church news salt lake city 19 june 1983 and barry
A kosmin and seymour P lachman one nation under god
religionreliqrelia ininionlon contemporary american society new york
harmony books 1993 88 89 see appendix A

various

3
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tradition it is the purpose of this thesis to discuss the

experiences of a small number of roman catholics
presbyteriansPresbyte baptistsrians buddhists and jews living in a

state whose population is with the exception of a few major

metropolitan areas overwhelmingly mormon and to put that
experience into an understandable framework

4
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chapter 1

religious belief and intergroup relations

in a landmark study commissioned and supported by the

anti defamation league of bnaianai brith sociologists charles
Y glock and rodney stark completed a survey of several
thousand christian americans with the purpose of discovering

whether the religious beliefs of these individuals affected
their attitudes toward and treatment of jews they

concluded that religious belief does indeed have an impact

on christian attitudes toward jews 7 this classic study

suggests that religious belief and affiliation should be

taken into consideration when reviewing intergroup

relations
armand L mauss a mormon sociologist who studied under

glock and stark used the same type of survey to enquire

into the beliefs and behavior of mormons with respect to

jews african americans and native americans all three of

which groups have played distinctive roles in LDS

theology 8 mauss concluded that religious belief does

indeed impact the way mormons feel about and treat
individuals in these three groups mauss surveyed mormons

chariescharles Y glock and rodney stark christian beliefs
and anti semitism new york harper & row 1966

urmandarmand L mauss mormonscormonsMor andmons minorities phd diss
university of california berkeley 1970

5
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from the san francisco area as well as from the salt lake
valley in utah interestingly those mormons from the salt
lake area were consistently more prejudiced in their
religious and secular lives than those from san

francisco 9 however mauss points out that other studies
have shown that secular variables among mormons such as

education urban origin etc have more impact on their
racial attitudes than does any particular religious
doctrine 10

these studies suggest that the experience of

minorities although in part due to the religious beliefs of

those who surround them may also stem from other factors

it is the purpose of this thesis to provide a body of

qualitative data concerning the non LDS population of utah

from which conclusions may be drawn as to which aspects of

their experience can be attributed to the religious belief
of the surrounding mormon population and which part may be

said to be typical of the experience of any minority group

and hence a product of a large number of other variables

not linked to distinctive mormon doctrines or practices to

be able to make this distinction it will first be necessary

to come to an understanding of typical minoritymajorityminority

interactions

majority

peter rose states that even in the simplest of

auss 178

ibid

mauss

10ibid

6

aass
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societies where subsistence is apt to be the primary

concern distinctions are made on the basis of age

groupings sex roles family and kinship ties 11 these
and other distinctions are often used to make lines between

large numbers of people creating ethnic groups norman R

yetman defines an ethnic group as a distinctive culture or

subculture in which group members feel themselves bound

together by a common origin history values attitudes and

behaviors in its broadest sense a sense of peoplehood 12

furthermore ethnic groups are inherently ethnocentric
regarding their own cultural traits as natural correct and

superior to those of other ethnic groups who are perceived

as odd amusing inferior or immoral or all of the

above 13

ethnic groups tend to stratify themselves playing out

along lines of power or dominance in this social
ordering members of the dominant group may sometimes

actually be fewer in number than those they control but

through their access to privilege resources or coercive

force dominant groups generally get their
way in society A dominant group may not only work to

lpeterupeter I1 rose they and we racial and ethnic
relations in the united states 3rd edition new york
random house 1981 3

norman R yetman majorityma andjority minority the
dynamics of race and ethnicity in american life boston
allyn and bacon 1991 2

ibid

1112

peter

12

13

7
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sociesocle

control political and economic positions but also seek to
put its distinctive stamp on the character and shape of the

national culture and community 14 this dominance may give

rise to prejudice or discrimination both of which reinforce
the power of the more dominant group

prejudice grows out of several different roots S

dale mclemore identifies several theories of prejudice and

discrimination cultural transmission or the passage of

discriminatory practices or prejudicial attitudes from one

generation to the next can happen much the same way that
they the rising generation learn to speak a particular
language dress in a given manner or use certain eating

utensils 15 an example of cultural transmission of

prejudice would be a child learning from the example of

adults or other children to hurl epithets before heshebeshe
even understands what they mean

some psychologists have also argued that certain
personality types have because of unresolved issues in

their own lives a great deal of free floating animosity

that needs something on which to attach these persons

subscribe to a certain prejudice or act in a discriminatory

manner out of some inner need rather than from

conditioning

benjamin B ringer and elinor R lawless race
ethnicity and society new york routledge 1989 84

S dale mclemore racial and ethnic relations in
america boston allyn and bacon inc 1980 105

14

15

8
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others may act in a prejudicial or discriminatory
manner because of benefits accrued to them or their own

group as a result this theory basically marxist divides
society up into two sections on the one side are the

owners and controllers of these means economic power on

the other are those who are dependent on these means of

production for their livelihood and life chances but who do

not own or control them 16 those who control the means of

production will discriminate against other groups that are

seen as a threat to this economic interest some of the

most ardent southern racists have been those who were in

direct competition with african americans for jobs and

social benefits 17

marxist theory however holds implications beyond the

economic sphere various scholars have extrapolated marxs

theory to other areas of life ludwig glumplowiczGlump inlowicz the

late nineteenth century championed a version of marxism

based on politicallegalpolitical controllegal political power allows

the dominant class to secure economic benefits as well as a

sense of ethnic superiority glumplowiczGlump arguedlowicz that
political dominance led to the economic benefit As a

result the political arena becomes the center of conflict

within society 18

ringer and lawless 31

mclemore17mclemore 114 120

ringer and lawless 32 33

9

economic

16

17
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more modern studies have sought to show that in the
long run discriminatory practices tend to impoverish not
only the subordinate class but also that dominant by not
allowing out group members the same priviledgesprivi thatledges they

enjoy in group members prevent them from making a

contribution to society equal to their ability and in this
way all eventually suffer john dollard has argued that
the maintenance of stratified classes then must have some

other basis than simply economics he suggested that
dominant group members gain through such avenues as social
respect and prestige psychological feelings of superiority
and sexual access by dominant group males to subordinate
group females which is not reciprocated 19 such prestige
gains may in the minds of the dominant group members make

up for any economic loss caused by damning the potential of

the subordinate group members

finally the theory of group identification posits that
people discriminate and subscribe to prejudice as a way to

identify those not of their group and hence to clarify
what they are and which group they belong to this often

takes the form of negative definition and frequently does

not admit the existence of positive characteristics in the

out group if positive characteristics are admitted they

are often admitted in a way to make the subordinate group

mclemore 118 119

10

economic
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look bad 20

individuals within subordinate groups react to

discrimination and prejudice in various ways the

traditional model is one of contact competition

accommodation and eventual assimilation assimilation
involves efforts to integrate or incorporate a group into
the mainstream of society the objective of assimilation is
a homogeneous society 21 persons belonging to subordinate
groups may abandon their own background completely in favor

of that of the dominant group the phenomenon of self
hate has been identified as a result of an out group member

accepting the negative portrayal of hisheraisher group by members

of the in group and this self hate may serve to speed up

assimilation 22

the assimilationist model however has been challenged

in recent years by a number of other theories some

subordinate groups may try to create a new culture or

society borrowing from both subordinate and dominant groups

to build a syncretic society finally some subordinate
group members may struggle to obtain legitimacy for their
own tradition with the goal of creating a pluralistic
society W 0 brown points out that persons who are not

the US assertions that soviets stole their
technology to be able to beat the US into space is one
example of this behavior

yetman 211

rose 151 52

11

20the

2yetman

22
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allowed to assimilate into the dominant society may turn
back toward their own group and become its leaders in a

developing race consciousness and expressed hostility toward

the dominant group 23 some marginalized individuals may

feel so antagonistic towards the dominant group that they

not only reject any attempts at assimilation or peaceful

coexistence but also engage in behaviors considered

deviant by the larger society 24

the dominant group may respond to these efforts in a

number of ways including genocide expulsion oppression

or separation genocide obviously constitutes an effort
by the dominant group to kill off those of the subordinate
groups under the assumption that they have no right to

live or that the members of the subordinate group pose a

mortal threat to those of the dominant subordinate groups

experience expulsion when they are physically removed from

the territory of the dominant group oppression is the

practice of denying subordinate peoples equal participation
in society and differs from expulsion in that some

opportunity is afforded the subordinate groups separatism

implies social and cultural equality among ethnic groups

not the superiority of one 25 separatism is not an effort
to single out one group as being inferior but the

ringer and lawless 127

rose 145

yetman 218

12

11

11

1125

23

2yetman
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preservation of the unique qualities of each group and the

affirmation of their value as individual cultures 2616

interestingly in societies that are becoming or have

become pluralistic in nature those members of the minority
groups tend to exaggerate the extent to which this
pluralization happens those from the dominant ethnic

group to minimize it 27 this may well be because of a

reluctance on the part of the dominant group to recognize

its waining power and an eagerness on the part of

subordinate group members to affirm their success value

and equality in society

mormons and minorities

over the past three decades a growing literature has

developed on the sociological aspects of mormonism much of

this focuses on the mormons themselves rather than their
interactions with their neighbors although some work does

seek to explain their attitudes with respect to minorities
particularly african americans and to a lesser extent the

jews 28 another body of literature more popular that
scholarly and consisting mostly of interviews with non LDS

ibid 215 220

ringer and lawless 86

armand28armand L mauss sociological perspectives on the
mormon subculture annual review of sociology 10 1984
437 460

13

minimize 11

26

27

socio 1984f
28
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people has begun to treat the subject of how mormonscormonsMor

particularly
mons

those in utah treat those around them who do

not share their beliefs
most notable among the professional sociologists

armand L mauss has probably done more to research mormon

attitudes towards minorities than anyone else his phd

dissertation already cited reveals some interesting pieces

of information mauss found that although mormons may hold

generally more negative religious attitudes towards jews

their secular attitudes are generally much more positive
than those of other christian denominations 29 that is to

say that although mormons may accpet the religious idea that
the jews are being punished by god for having killed christ
mormons do not extrapolate that to secular feelings such as

that jews are greedy and more likely to cheat in business
mauss also found that mormons who tested more orthodox or

more dogmatic expressed less racial prejudice against

blacks which contradicts the general trend in christian
churches 30

dr carol markstrom adams a professor of psychology at

utah state university and a presbyterian has published two

papers dealing with the experience of presbyterian

adolescents in utah one paper simply reported on a

conversation about mormons that she held with her six member

mauss 107 108

ibid 177

14

29mauss

30

29
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31carolcaroi marks trom

youth sunday school class she reported that the

interviewees felt more discrimination and prejudice in the
elementary grades than in high school that they were

somewhat socially isolated that some had problems dating in

their community because of not being mormon and finally
the group expressed criticism of some LDS theological

ideas 31

markstrom adams other paper focused on attitudes of

mormons and non mormons in utah toward intergroup dating

she concluded that mormons express more reluctance to date

outside their own group mainly because of their religious

beliefs about the value of endogamy mormons also tended to

see dating as a path towards marriage rather than an

enjoyable social activity interestingly 42 percent of the
mormon sample felt that barriers to dating consisted of

unacceptable beliefs standards values and moral conduct on

the part of non mormonscormonsMor 32mons

phillip R kunz a brigham young university
sociologist has conducted studies on BYU students with

respect to their attitudes towards blacks between 1979 and

1989 he uses the bogardus social distance scoring method

carol markstrom adams A qualitative analysis of the
impressions and experiences of religious minority
adolescents 417
427

carol markstrom adams attitudes on dating
courtship and marriage perspectives on ingroup versus
out group relationships by religious minority and majority
adolescents family relations 40 january 1991 91 96

15

religious education 84 summer 1989

32

in group
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meilmellto measure the social distance between his subjects and

members of the african american community 33 kunz found

that from 1979 after the LDS church had allowed blacks into
the ranks of its priesthood social distances between his
subjects and african americans gradually and consistently
closed the 1989 sample tested at a social distance of 1.818
on the scale still somewhat lower than the mean of 1.616 but

still indicating a generally wide acceptance of african
americans kunz points out that social distances have

generally decreased and hence the subsequent decline in

social distance between mormon BYU students and african
americans may be due as much to a more open society in
general than to any specific religious belief 34

in a study on stress among rural utahnsutahna richard

the bogardus scale is based on a series of questions
numbered from I11 to 7 which ask a subject whether or not
they would admit members of some other group to the
following relationships 1 to close kinship by marriage 2
to a club as a personal friend 3 to a street as a
neighbor 4 to employment in the same occupation 5 to
citizenship in ones country 6 as visitors only to ones
country and 7 would exclude them from ones country
several members of a test group will be asked to rank member
of some other group on this scale according to what
relationships they would find acceptable the resulting
numbers can be averaged to show the social distance between
the two groups as perceived by the test subjects hencehencey a
score of 1.818 shows that most of the mormon test subjects in
kunzs study would admit african americans to a club or to
a close personal friendship and that a few though not allali
would feel comfortable with african americans marrying into
their families

phillip R kunz and yaw ohenebaohenewa sakyisakyifsakai social
distance A study of changing views of young mormons toward
black individuals psychological reports 65 1989 195-
200

16

sure

33

34

18
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krannich pamela J riley and ann leffler found that non

mormons reported a consistently higher level of stress than

did mormonscormonsMor theymons speculated that this may be due to their
exclusion from the informal mormon support structure but

did not offer any firm reasons to explain this
difference 35 this may be expected in light of the fact
that rural utah communities tend to be more heavily LDS than

do urban areas

deborah byrnes and gary kiger did a study in an unnamed

rocky mountain area state on religious prejudice in
elementary school children because nearly all of the

subject children were LDS and because both authors work at
utah state university it may well be that their test area
was in utah at any rate it dealt with a majority

population of mormonscormonsMor theymons found that rural children
tended to be more religiously prejudiced than their urban

counterparts as judged by the frequency of their making

blanket positive or negative statements about various

religious groups during interviewesinterviewinterviewed conducted as the basis

of the study however these results correlate with other

studies where the majority consisted of some group other

richard35richard S krannich pamela J riley and ann lefflerleffier
perceived stress among nonmetropolitan utah residents

lifestyles family and economic issues 9 winter 1988
281 296

17

lef f lerier
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than mormonscormonsMor 36mons

in an article that does not deal directly with mormonscormonsMor

morris

mons

rosenberg discussed a study of how a child is
affected by living in an area which is dominated by some

religious group other than hisheraisher own the study focused

on the experience of high school students in new york city
rosenberg found that students raised in areas where their
religion was in a decided minority not only reported more

incidents of teasing or exclusion based on religion but

also developed a lower sense of self worth than did those

who were raised in areas where their religion predominated

or where a mixed environment existed 37

most of the popular literature concerning relations
between mormons and their neighbors comes from local
magazines such as this people suns tone and utah holiday

as well as a few magazines published by the various

denominations which maintain churches in the area these

articles based mostly on interview data treat social

isolation religious pressures political frustrations and

prejudicial behavior based on religious affiliation as their
main themes much of what they report is mirrored in the

deborah36deborah byrnes and gary kiger structural correlates
of school childrens religious intolerance educational
research quarterquarterly 11 no 3 18 25

morris rosenberg the dissonant religious context
and emotional disturbance in social psychology of the
self concept ed morris rosenberg and howard B kaplan
arlington heights IL harlan davidson inc 1982 314

325

18

37
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data that will be presented later in this thesis as well as

by that already discussed 38

methodology

this thesis consists of a report on oral interviews

conducted with members of the roman catholic presbyterian

and baptist national baptist convention churches as well

as with a smaller number of jews and buddhists who live in

utah these groups were selected for different reasons

the roman catholics were selected because of their size
being the largest church group in utah after the LDS church

the presbyterians are one of the two or three largest
protestant groups in the state and were also selected for

their size baptists when all conventions are combined

are the third largest church group after the LDS and the

catholics so it seemed natural to select one convention to

focus on the national baptist convention consists of

mostly african american churches and was selected for the

racial ingredient that would be added to the study jews

and buddhists are two of the largest groups in utah that are

outside the christian tradition and will be used to provide

see fred lilly how christians adjust to life in
mormon country national catholic registercristerRe 59 january 23
1983 18 sam lucere utah catholicscatlcati challengediolicskolics to
witness their faith our sunday visitor september 8

1985 paul swenson mormonscormonsMor andmons gentiles utah holiday 6
november 8 1976 6 17 40 41 maureen jensen ward
leaving them out this people 9 spring 1988 21 26

19

in

33see
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a contrast to the experience of the christian groups

interviews were conducted with four clergy members of

each of the first three groups and with a single clergyman

from each of the latter two eight interviews each with

catholic presbyterian and baptist laypersonslay werepersons

conducted and four with jewish and buddhist laypeoplelay

resulting
people

in a total of 46 interviews these interviews
were then transcribed resulting in a total of 521 single
spaced pages of transcription this information forms the

basis of this thesis
qualitative data may suggest areas for further

quantitative research and will also provide a human

backdrop which can be used to flesh out and vivify more

numbers oriented studies such research also can suggest

topics of future research
clergymen to interview were chosen at random from the

phonebook and were located from fruit heights in northern

davis county to payson about twenty miles south of provo

with most being in the salt lake area laypeopleLay werepeople

chosen at random from lists of possible interview candidates

provided by the clergymen who lived in the same general

area the makeup of each group of interviewees will be

discussed below when each group is individually examined

questions that were asked were uniform although sometimes

the subject requested a clarification and the question was

repeated in a modified form follow up questions were asked

20
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for clarification or to bring out further information during

the interviews interview results will be reported based on

the order of these questions which are listed in appendixes

B and C respectively
A brief introduction to the history of each group will

be provided and then the results of these interviews will
be examined group by group to evaluate whether or not the

characteristics of the experience of these people fit within

the traditional framework of majorityminoritymajority

interactions

minority
39 the interviews with the different groups

will then be compared with each other to see if any great

differences appear

these denominational historical sketches were largely
written while I1 worked as a research assistant for dr james
B alienallenailen of the joseph fielding smith institute for church
history at brigham young university appendix A was also
prepared during this same time this information became the
basis for a chapter that dr alienallenailen wrote on religion in utah
for a forthcoming history of the state since world war II11
and is here used by his permission
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chapter 2

the roman catholics40catholics

catholic involvement in utah started in 1776 when

fathers silvestre velez de escalante and francisco atanasio
dominguez along with several other men traveled through

utah in a failed attempt to find a route between santa fe
new mexico and monterey california however the two kept

a diary that eventually influenced people in their decision
to come to trap and trade in the utah region as did the maps

that the catholic fathers made while traveling

the next catholic clergyman to enter utah father
bonaventure keller came in 1859 as a result of the

establishment of camp floyd a camp for johnstons army

which came in 1858 in response to rumors of a mormon

rebellion father keller was probably the first non mormon

ecclesiastical leader to hold services in the state the

priests who followed bonaventure were challenged by the

transitory nature of the catholic presence in the state

anyone seeking to learn about catholic history in
utah must turn to bernice mooney the salt of the earth
the history of the catholic church in utah 1776 1987 salt
lake city catholic diocese of salt lake city 1992 as
the definitive history to date the historical information
on catholics for this section comes in the main from
mooneys book see also james B alienallenailen education and the
arts in twentieth century utah in utahs history ed
richard D poll et al logan utah utah state
university press 1989 614 615
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employment in the army mule freighting stage coaching and

especially mining created an unstable population and no

church was established until 1871 when the church of st
mary which would later become the cathedral of the

madeleine was dedicated in salt lake city
bishop lawrence J scanlan came to salt lake city in

1873 and began vigorous efforts to build up the catholic
faith in utah it was his lot to try to bring together a

rather disparate and transitory population an outgoing

man he made many friends within the community and it was

under his guidance that the cathedral of the madeleine was

actually built and in 1909 dedicated for use catholic
cathedrals differ from regular parish churches in that they

become the seat of the bishop and provide a central
headquarters for each diocese hence the salt lake diocese

had a premenantpre homemenant

bishop joseph M glass who succeeded bishop scanlan

worked to send utahnsutahna to train for the priesthood to

increase the number of catholic clergymen in the state and

to build up the catholic educational system consistent with

american catholic educational policy from his appointment

as the bishop of salt lake city in 1915 until his death in

1926 bishop glass saw the establishment of six new schools

in utah 41

for the next six years john L mitty served as utahs

mooney 346 351 alienallen 614
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bishop during his tenure he worked to improve services for
the hispanic catholics he also saw the opening of four
more catholic schools 42

bishop james E kearny served the catholics of utah for
the next five years until 1937 under his leadership the

cathedral of the madeleine was finallyinallyanally consecrated as prior
to that time it had not been paid for completely once the

cathedral debt had been retired the building could without

reservation be consecrated to god and turned over to him

through the symbolic consecration ceremony

duane G hunt the second longest serving bishop of

utah presided from 1937 until 1960 hunt was the first and

only bishop to have been chosen from among the priests
already in the diocese hunt was active in communicating

his beliefs he continued to write for the diocesan
newspaper the intermountaininterInker catholicmountain which began in 1926

before his ordination and participated in a number of

speaking tours around the nation bishop hunt also invited
a number of religious orders to come to utah including the

sisters of st benedict who eventually set up st benedicts
hospital in ogden hunt also saw the establishment of st
josephs villa for the elderly as well as the formation of

a trappist monastery in huntsville hunt also broadcast a

weekly service for some twenty five years each sunday on KSL

42 ibid
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radio 43

from 1960 until 1980 msgr joseph lennox federal
officiated as utahs bishop he presided over the building

of a new judge memorial high school laying the cornerstone

in november of 1960 he also participated in the second

vatican council and was responsible for implementing the
momentous reforms of the council in the salt lake diocese
bishop federal also oversaw a restoration project on the

cathedral of the madeleine after his 1980 retirement he

continued to live in the area and serve his church in

various ways 44

from 1980 until 1993 bishop william K weigand held

the office of bishop in salt lake city prior to his
appointment he had spent a number of years in cali
colombia working in a poor parish of some 60000 members

his success there brought him the ordination to bishop and

he worked to bring a number of colombian priests to utah

with him one of whom participated in this thesis project
bishop weigand began a practice of offering mass annually

for each ethnic group in the diocese he also worked to

improve diocesan services for the various groups within the

catholic fold such as native americans and hispanics

bishop weigand also worked to help write a position paper on

the poor which became a pastoral letter to the catholic

mooney 208 217

mooney 352 361
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church 45 in 1995 george H niederauer was ordained as

bishop of salt lake city taking the place left vacant when

bishop weigand had been named to a bishopric in sacramento

in 1993

currently more than 75000 catholics in 43 parishes
make their home in utah 46 most of the parishes went

through a mission stage where a limited membership could not

support a full time priest during which time various

fathers would often commute to say mass for them

for example in 1941 st thomas aquinas parish was

established in logan however this parish was to serve

catholics in box elder cache and rich counties as well as

those in the logan metropolitan area thus father joseph

H valine OP and his assistant rev colin V mceachen OP

took turns traveling to corinne brigham city and tremontontremontinTre

to

monton

offer mass in private homes american legion buildings

the facilities of other churches or in the local city hall
in 1950 brigham city became its own congregation and no

longer needed the services of these roving priests 47

often a spurt of growth in some local company would

bring in additional catholics and a church would be

constituted during periods of growth these small mission

mooney 392 402

deacon mayo phone interview by jesse S bushman 3

january 1995 salt lake city utah notes on interview in
possession of dr james B alienallenailen brigham young university

mooney 255 256
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congregations also received financial assistance from larger
parishes within the diocese As with all denominations

dedication of a chapel and acceptance as a full fledged

parish usually gave the catholics a greater sense of
community independence and completeness

catholics have also participated in a large number of

social programs and efforts in utah since WW II11 in 1957 a

newman center for college students was opened near the

university of utah and was eventually combined with st
thomas aquinas church the purpose of the newman centers is
to foster the spiritual educational and social welfare of

catholic students attending non catholic universities 48

newman centers were also organized at dixie college

organized in the early 1980s southern utah university
weber state university organized in 1957 snow college
organized in 1985 and the college of eastern utah 49

the guadalupe center a clearinghouse for information

and assistance for hispanics of any religious affiliation
was opened in 1962 and then in 1966 moved into an old

warehouse in salt lake city services offered through the

center include those of westside catholic credit union the

voluntary improvement program for basic adult education the

westside family market the utah non profit housing

corporation and SOCIO spanish speaking organization for

ibid 411

ibid 411 415
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community integrity and opportunity a chicano advocacy

group the utah migrant council and the thunderbird youth

center also operate out of guadalupes facilities la
morena cafe opened up in conjunction with the center to
provide funds for its operation the cafe proved to be the

main source of income for guadalupe for some time after
the construction of the triad center in salt lake city la
morena took up residence there but closed its doors in
1986 the guadalupe center continues to be an influence and

an aid to the hispanics in salt lake 50

in 1964 st thomas house for men a homeless shelter
opened in salt lake city in a further effort to serve salt
lake citys poor in 1967 a number of catholic sisters
opened st vincent de paul thrift store meant to supply

affordable clothing to the indigent eventually meals began

to be served at the facility and it has grown into one of

the largest soup kitchens in the metropolitan area serving

several hundred meals every day as well as providing a wide

range of services to the elderly

st vincent de paul receives support from a number of

different denominations when in 1986 it was destroyed by

fire a fund raising drive brought support form all over the

community with sizeable donations being given by many

different denominations so that a new facility could be

built

ibid 232 233
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in 1947 several sisters of charity of the incarnate
word at the request of then bishop duane G hunt

established a home for the aged st josephs villa in salt
lake city today st josephs has 175 beds caters to

mostly non catholic patients is one of two non profit
organizations of its type in utah and is the largest
nursing home in the state 51 the villa has facilities for
physical therapy a beauty shop and recreational areas

currently a large addition to the facility is being added

greatly increase the number of services st josephs can

supply these services include apartments for seniors who

can care for themselves but need health care facilities
close by increased residential areas for those needing

minimum supervision a transitional care unit for seniors
recovering from illness or accident an adult day care

center to operate during normal working hours a senior

clinic providing geriatric care to the community a special
care unit for people suffering from alzheimersa1zheimersalz orheimershelmers other

dementia and expanded long term care 52

holy cross hospital which first opened its doors in

late 1875 had at the time of the end of WW II11 some 155

beds in 1958 an expansion project began to update the

hospital provide modern surgery and emergency rooms a

deseret news salt lake city may 29 1993

lori peterson phone interview by jesse S bushman
10 january 1995 salt lake city
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business office a laboratory and also x ray and dietary
departments eighty eight additional beds were also added

to the hospital and a helipad opened in mid 1968 an eye

care center opened at holy cross in 1974 through the 1970s

the hospital established five local clinics to serve

communities at a distance from health care facilities
including three in the salt lake area one in magna and one

in west jordan

in 1977 the hospital again modernized its surgery and

intensive care units as well as the emergency rooms A

center for breast problems opened in 1984 in 1987 a major

renovation to replace the old west wing built in the early
1900s began with the fundraising drive to finance

construction being spearheaded by former utah governor

scott matheson and his wife norma A school of nursing

operated at the hospital from 1901 until 1973 in 1986 st
benedicts hospital in ogden became a subsidiary of holy

cross health system 53

in 1946 bishop hunt dedicated st benedicts hospital
a 150 bed facility in ogden run by the sisters of st
benedict st joseph minnesota the hospital was paid for

largely through a grant from the federal government in
1947 the hospital established a school of nursing that
endured for some twenty years and in 1949 a psychiatric

unit began operation in 1973 the psychiatric unit became

mooney 85 90
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a substance abuse and dependency treatment center in 1977

with the construction of a new facility st benedicts
moved to a different location where it remains to this day

the new facilities included a radiation therapy center to

treat cancer patients the eccles family also donated money

for an eye center in 1978 54

catholics have also been involved in a number of

educational endeavors both in terms of parochial schools

providing religious instruction and in adult literacy
programs from 1875 when catholics founded their first
school st marys academy in salt lake city to the

present they have established elementary and high schools

nursing schools and two college level institutions
presently eleven schools in utah nine elementary and two

high schools are under catholic supervision some 3800

students are enrolled and 300 400 are on a waiting list each

year the majority of the schools are located in the salt
lake area with two others in ogden and one in price

despite a national downward trend utahs catholic schools

continue to do quite well and have a rosy outlook 55

two catholic indian centers were also established one

in brigham city and the other in fort duchesne in brigham

city priests of the society of jesus began religion classes
for catholic students in 1954 in 1978 these classes were

ibid 276 279

deseret news salt lake city november 1 1992
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moved to a new facility built by the catholics across the

street from the school in conjunction with this effort in
1950 our lady of victory missionary sisters began to work

with navajos boarding at the school for twelve years

beginning in 1950 these sisters held an annual christmas
party providing a gift for all who attended the brigham

city center closed in 1984 when the intermountain indian
school shut its doors the kateri tekakwitha indian center
opened in fort duchesne in 1982 to provide social support

and instruction for the ute indians 56

in the mid 1980s a project began to renovate the

cathedral of the madeleine one of salt lake citys
principal landmarks unable to raise the necessary 8.181
million the catholics appealed to the community for help
A twenty person advisory board was set up to help raise the
necessary funds with half of those persons coming from

outside the catholic community donations came not only

from the catholics of utah but also from the episcopal

diocese the LDS church other religious bodies and

numerous utah businesses and industries enabling work to

begin in early 1991

the building was thoroughly cleaned inside and out

frescoes and paintings were restored wood paneling cleaned

and a new altar baptismal font bishops screen and organ

were installed on february 20th 1993 the cathedral was

mooney 422 423
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re dedicated by the most reverend bishop william K weigand

of the salt lake diocese in recognition of the assistance
from the LDS church thomas S monson a member of the LDS

first presidency was asked to speak at the rededication
mass he commented on the positive addition that catholics
make to utah and congratulated them on their refurbished
cathedral 57 the newly renovated cathedral provides an

elegant home for a people that have added much and continue

to add much to utahs environment and way of life

interview results

clergy

1 background information

all roman catholic clergy were male priests two of

whom were born and raised in the US and two hispanics who

were raised in el salvador and colombia respectively the
two priests of who grew up in the united states were ages

71 and 72 the two hispanics 42 and 43 the oldest priest
had spent his entire 46 year ministry in utah and was

retired he had served in the salt lake area ogden and

moab the other older priest had worked in utah for

deseret news salt lake city 27 february 1993
church news section 3
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fourteen years in the salt lake area delta and in payson

of the two younger priests one had ministered in utah for a

total of ten years both in the salt lake area and

throughout carbon county the last of the four has spent

just short of three years in utah all in the provo area 58

2 social and interdenominational ministry

all four priests indicated that their congregations

have worked in some kind of community oriented social
ministry at one time or another these activities consisted
mostly of providing basic needs for the poor through food

and shelter operations but also included a low rent housing

for men who were getting off of an addictive substance one

priest operated a series of english instruction classes at
his church for hispanic parishioners

when asked about community response to these efforts
one priest indicated that he was not personally involved in

father thomas J kaiser interviewed at st vincent
de paul catholic church in sandy utah by jesse S bushman
on 24 may 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1
5 father leonidas lopez interviewed at sacred heart
catholic church in salt lake city utah by jesse S
bushman on 5 june 1995 transcript in possession of the
author 2 father walter riendeau interviewed at san
andres catholic church in payson utah by jesse S bushman
on 9 may 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1

father pedro umana interviewed at st francis assisi
catholic church in provo utah by jesse S bushman on 11
may 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1
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the activities and could not say 59 the other three

indicated that responses had been uniformly positive no

negative experiences were expressed 60

interdenominational work received mixed attention from

these priests two stated that they were aware of

ministerial associations in their areas but one did not

attend those meetings and the other went occasionally 61

one of these priests said that as far as interdenominational

work everybodyseverybodys sort of shy in a way 11 because of being

unsure about who was a friend and who an antagonisantagonist 62 the

other of these two felt that when exchange was necessary it
was generally friendly and cordial but was not strongly

participative 63

the latter two priests have both participated in a

number of interdenominational services the provo based

priest has held joint services during december and on martin

luther king jr day and says that the last service was

attended by over 60 representatives of five different
faiths this same priest works with various denominations

in a single food and shelter effort because the churches

individually do not have the resources to take care of the

riendeau 2 3

60leonidasleonidas 2 kaiser 1 2 umana 1 2

6riendeauriendeau 3 4 leonidas 2

riendeau 3

leonidas 2
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needs of the community in that area once in a while he

states that the provo church can also allow a person to

sleep in their building for a single night he

characterized the cooperation between the churches as being

good when it does happen with the best cooperation occuringcuringoccurringoc

in the area of providing for peoples physical needs 64

the final priest who is retired helped to set up

ministerial associations in both ogden and magna he worked

to have mixed activities with catholics baptists lutherans
and episcopaliansEpiscopal heians felt that there was a lot of good

cooperation in ministering to physical needs but still a

great deal of divergence doctrinally 65

no priest has worked independently with an LDS leader

in a co operative setting all four have worked exclusively

with LDS ecclesiastical leaders through the forum of local

ministerial associations two mentioned that they have had

more interactions with LDS individuals than with LDS

leaders 66 the retired priest stated that over the years

he has seen an improvement in the attitude of LDS leaders

toward their local ministerial associations LDS attendance

at these meetings has increased and they have seemed more

open to cooperation in terms of social ministry and joint
worship services the same priest also noted that charles

umana 2 3

kaiser5kaiserkalserfkaiser 2 3

riendeau 4 kaiser 3 4
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6umanadumana

redd a wealthy mormon donated land in la sal for the

building of a catholic church so that his mainly hispanic

ranch hands could have a place to worship 67

3 social and political impressions

none of the four priests have ever actively led their
congregations in any political cause though two made sure

to point out that they could and did hold strong personal

political opinions personal involvement on the part of

parishioners was encouraged by three 6861 when describing

utahs politics three priests characterized utahs politics
as dominated by the mormon church or cliquish and not

very open to outside non traditional voices ie non

mormonscormonsMor ormons politicians and constituents with more liberal
political agendas 6961 one of these same priests felt that
although the mormon church hierarchy did not directly meddle

in politics the LDS people in office and involved in

politics used their influence to favor the LDS point of

view to the exclusion of others although he did not

explain where that exclusion takes place 70 that any non

LDS person could get elected in utah surprised one

kaiser 3 4

umana 6 kaiser 4 riendeau 4 5

69riendeauriendeau 5 leonidas 4 umana 6 7
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7umanadumana

respondent 71 when questioned more closely none of the

four felt that the LDS church leaders plotted to control
politics but that they were lopsided as a result of the LDS

people acting on their own beliefs one noted that it would

be the same in a catholic dominated area 72

the clergy all responded differently to the request to

typify the clerical experience in utah one stated that it
challenged him personally to see where his own tradition fit
into the majority culture and to discover what good he

could take from the LDS faith to bolster his own 73

another stated that aside from being aware of the LDS

majority he often had to deal with people who had started
life as catholics converted to the LDS religion and then

chosen to return to their original faith 74 the one priest
who worked in a rural parish remarked that rural work in

utah could become discouraging and depressing as a result of

the sparse catholic population but that very good bonds

between clergymen developed as a result of this
challenge 75 the last felt that for all practical
purposes the mormons have their world and we have our

kaiser7kaiserkalserfkaiser 5
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enviroelvironmentament

world 76 the same priest felt that clergy who had been

reared in utah had trouble shaking off a minority mindsetmindret

and that it was easier for those priests who had lived in
predmoninatly catholic areas to keep from becoming

antagonistic and bitter 77

two priests characterized utahs culture as being less
polyglot than other states or more narrow 78 they felt
that utahs religious homogeneity fostered a higher level of

conformity one added that it is difficult to fit in if you

are not mormon and that some parishioners call utah another

nation 79 one priest compared utah to scandinavia saying

that the state reminded him of that region he also

remarked on the cleanliness open space and neatness of

utah 80 the last priest said simply I1 wish it was the

same culture that was all over the united states 81 he

elaborated that the value placed on church attendance and

involvement impressed him

reactions to the question on the social environment

varied generally friendly was one characterization 82
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ivelve

two pointed out that LDS wards consume most of the social
time available to mormon congregants and constitute much of

the social activity for those communities 83 one of these
two felt that catholics should just realize this and live
with it the other felt that it was not right and related a

story about a man who had felt somewhat left out for five
years and then after joining the LDS church felt quite
accepted 84 the last stated that utah seemed to hold to

rural protectionist attitudes and was not very accepting

of outside influences he felt that there was a rather
zealous protection of the life of the state and added that
there may be some streaks of racism 85

when asked to characterize utahs religious

environment one priest said simply religion I1 think is
the blood of this state 86 another felt that the LDS

influence promoted religion generally and that as a result
all faiths were stronger in utah than in other places 87

one priest repeated his characterization of utah as another

nation and mentioned that in utah people care about what

you are as opposed to other states where no one seems to

kaiser 5 umana 5
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worry about which church their neighbors attend 88 the

last priest felt utahs religious climate to be 100 percent

better than anywhere else in the united states 89 again

he felt this resulted from the seriousness with which people

treated their church affiliation

4 children teenagers and adults

when asked about the experience of children in their
congregations two priests responded that life in utah led

to positive results they felt that because the children
would be challenged for their faith they would learn to

stand up for who and what they were and hence would be

stronger individuals and firmer members of their faith
community although one of these priests maintained that

it might be somewhat more difficult to develop that
strength as the catholic infrastructure is not as strong in

utah as in other areas where catholics are more numerous 90

the other two priests focused on the fact that some of

their children experience being ostracized in the public

schools and in the neighborhoods one pointed out that this
seems to be worse in rural areas where the locals are less
exposed to diverse cultures both did hasten to add that

umana 4 5
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not all children experience this isolation but that it does

definitely occur 91

teenagers have problems with dating because of the

limited number of other catholics particularly in outlying

areas and some parents have even moved out of the area so

their children would have more prospects in this area 92

two priests felt that peer pressure in the teen years

accounted for some conversions of catholic youth to the LDS

religion one added that he felt this to be a form of

manipulation and strongly objected to it 93 one priest

felt again that the experience in utah would mainly serve

to strengthen catholic teens in their faith while another

stated that some teens do exactly the opposite acting out

and doing visible things such as smoking and drinking

coffee just to annoy the mormons around them or to

identify themselves as not conforming 94

all four priests agreed that life becomes easier for

catholics in utah as they reach adulthood at that stage in

life they can choose how to live their lives who their
contacts are as well as other things however some adults
may become very aggressive in their opinions and may even

react by seeking to ostracize or belittle other religions

riendeau9riendeau 7 umana 7 8
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particularly that of the mormons around them 95 some

adults are still very affected by social barriers and may

leave for that reason although said one priest some leave

simply because of the snow so only a portion of departures

can be blamed on social or religious pressures 96 one

priest felt that adults had very little if any problems in

utah because of their catholicism while another stated that

it generally depended on the attitude of the person in

question 97 some people according to one respondent

should just leave while others could fit themselves into

utah life quite nicely 98

5 impressions of the LDS

interestingly when asked to characterize the LDS

people that they knew all three who responded were quite

positive they used such words as having sincere desire

to set things right good true and beautiful and nice

people 99 one added that LDS people strike him as being

rather ambitious and also very harsh on their own
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members 100loo this uniformly positive reaction may be due to

the fact that they can choose their LDS friends and hence

choose good people to interact with from some of the

former comments it would seem that these clergymen must

have had at least some negative experiences with LDS people

but more likely than that their parishioners who number in

the hundreds have brought their troubles to these priests
and thus they have stored up a number of negative

experiences which may contrast with their own interactions
to these catholic clergy the LDS church seems quite

well organized and operated each of the three who

responded to this question however added one piece of

information one felt that the LDS church did not allow

enough room for dissent or discussion life as it were 101

because another priests sees a number of LDS people who come

looking for help he wonders if the LDS services are not

somewhat spiritually empty although he cannot say from

personal experience 102 the third priest felt that for a

long time the LDS church and its members tended to overlook

the other faiths in the state but that this has been

changing in the past years as the LDS have developed a more

positive view of their neighbors 103
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6 final comments

the open question at the end of the interview garnered

four different responses one priest reiterated the fact
that the rural clergy members often gained support from each

other in their rather challenging role 104 another felt
that the catholic and LDS churches could learn from each

other the former could share its experience in balancing

liberal and conservative factions while the latter could

teach organizational skills 105 the third priest
reiterated as he had several times during the interview

that utah catholics seem to be stronger in their faith and

added that he admires the mormons and has a positive image

of them 106 the last simply related an experience he had

had with some youths whom he saw as LDS visitors who had

talked and laughed under their breath at one of his

services until he asked them to quiet down 107
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laypeople

1 background information

of the eight catholic laypeoplelay interviewedpeople three were

women and five men only one spent any time of her growing

up years in utah the rest came from various places around

the united states mostly the west seven of the eight were

married the eighth one being twice divorced all
interviewees had children but the children of two had

either married or left the house interviewees included

three lifetime catholics and one who reconverted to the

catholic church after having been a member of the LDS church

for some years the others all converted to catholicism

all but one characterized themselves as very active in their
local parish three live in the salt lake area two in
payson one in woodland hills one in mapleton and one in

salem interviewees had lived in utah for different lengths

of time running from twenty five to two years the average

being a little over thirteen years during two interviews

other members of the family sat down and began to add

information and some of their comments are reflected in

this report 108

ken jensen interviewed at his home in woodland
hills by jesse S bushman on 15 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 2 brad watson real name
withheld interviewed at his office in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on I11 june 1995 transcript in possession
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2 social and political impressions

when asked to characterize utahs culture three of the
laypeoplelay respondedpeople in unequivocally positive terms they

used such superlatives as extraordinary and wonderful

or stated that they loved living here and would greatly miss

it if they had to leave that the sense of community in utah
made it a good place to live 109log one respondent felt utah
to be a rather protected place and expressed a liking for

that fact 110iioilo one simply called utah a theocracy noting

that most elected officials were LDS 111lillii one held a mixed

opinions saying that while he liked the outdoor activities
that are popular in the state he felt that the people

themselves do not accept feedback well and that they are

too accustomed to being told what to do and will not act

of the author 1 david eshelman interviewed at his home
in payson by jesse S bushman on 16 may 1995 transcript
in possession of the author 1 2 fred and mary klug
interviewed at their home in salem by jesse S bushman on
15 may 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 2

steve hart interviewed at his home in sandy by jesse S
bushman on 25 may 1995 transcript in possession of the
author 1 2 christina brzezinski interviewed at her home
in payson by jesse S bushman on 13 may 1995 transcript
in possession of the author 1 louise and dean hobbs and
daughter pat edwards interviewed at their home in mapleton
by jesse S bushman on 13 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 rhea hristou interviewed at
st vincent de paul catholic school by jesse S bushman on
5 june 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1

ihristou109hristouHristouchristou109log 1 2 hart 2 3 watson 2

iklug110klug110iioilo 2Klug

llbrzezinskinibrzezinskiBrzezinskinill 2
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until they get the word from some authority figure 112

only one person held a generally negative attitude saying

that utah is out of balance because of the LDS predominance

that a greater mix of races and religions would make things
move more smoothly and that the LDS dominance enforced a

homogeneity on the area which kept it somewhat

parochial 113

six respondents felt utahs social atmosphere to be

quite good they mentioned having favorable relationships
with their neighbors and having good friends in both

catholic and LDS circles they did note that they had a

tendency to make friends where they congregated either at
work or in their parish one mentioned that he would most

likely not fit into some religious circles but that was ok

because the LDS people he knew would not fit into his own

religious circles the fact that much socializing is done

in church circles was recognized yet one man made sure to

note that people in utah have a wide variety of social

activities to choose from regardless of their faith 114

sometimes however mormons make the assumption that
everyone around them is LDS and act as if everyone in shares

a common social network and this sometimes offends people

ijensenajensen 2 6

ieshelmanheshelman 3 4

ihartlhartahart 3 4 klug 3 hristou 2 brzezinski 2
watson 2
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enviroelvironmentament

of other faiths the man who noted this also added that
young people face some social barriers but that adults
usually know what they want and are able to get it 115

only one man felt the social environment of utah to be

generally closed he stated that most activity in utah is
church oriented and that even when such things as sports

teams are community sponsored they are dominated by the LDS

participants this domination he said makes deviant

behavior more attractive to some people 116ilg

when asked about the political atmosphere of utah

interestingly only three responded that there did not seem

to be enough of a separation between church and state and

when pressed on this issue they added that this influence

stemmed more from officials who let their own feelings and

beliefs influence their public lives more than they should

rather than some mandate from LDS church headquarters one

of these three even added that he hopes the church as an

organization will not withdraw from politics because he

feels it has had a very beneficial influence on the

state 117

three other people felt that generally politics are

politics wherever you go and that utah is not really

different than any other place they did note that utah

ijensenajensen 6 7

ieshelmaneshelmanheshelman 4 5

ihobbsthobbs 3 4 hart 4 5 jensen 7 10
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happens to be rather conservative and overwhelmingly

republican but that this did not seem to be a problem one

of the respondents served on her city council and felt that
politics were probably fine in other areas of the state
another added that her political action through the junior

league of salt lake had been very well received that people

had expressed much interest in the causes she led as well as

willingness to participate 118

two men felt that utah would go its own way

politically regardless of national political winds the

severity of utahs abortion laws exemplify this
independence it seemed to one that local communities

maintained a fierce independence and that this made for a

lack of uniformity throughout the state in terms of local

laws and ordinances 119 one man felt that the LDS people

wanted to maintain control of politics in the state and that
they let that influence their voting he said that he knew

a catholic man who had run for city council six times and

lost each time then this person converted to the LDS

church and in the next election he won 120 this sort of

thing is chalked up by one interviewee to a very effective

and fast acting network among LDS people 121

ihristou118hristouHristouchristou118 2 klug 10 watson 3

119jensenijensenajensen119ilg 7jensen 10 eshelman 5

ihobbs12hobbsthobbs12 3Hobbs 4

ijensenajensen 7 10
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all interviewees felt that religion plays a much bigger

role in utah than it does in any other state two mentioned

that people seem to be preoccupied with what religion others
belong to and sometimes this can cause friction
particularly among children 122112 mormons also tend to talk
more openly about church subjects the subject of religion
and church activity seemed to two people to be too

consuming and at times annoying 123121 two women mentioned

that religion played a greater role not only in the lives of

LDS people here but also in their own lives and those of

other people not of the LDS faith 124 women it seems to

two interviewees do not get the respect in utah that they

deserve one went so far as to say that in utah women are

subs tandardjandardtan humandard be ings 125

3 children teenagers and adults

catholic children seem to have mixed experiences

three of the adults interviewed felt that these children

have a similar experience in utah to what they would have

anywhere else in the united states one added that her

children had no unique problems but that this might be

ijensenajensen 11 13 hristou 3

iklug12klug12 3Klug 4 hart 5 6

ibrzezinskibrzezinski 3

125esheimanteshelmanfeshelmantE 5shelmansheiman 6 jensen 11 13
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because she and her husband had consciously chosen to put

them in catholic schools and kept them involved at
church 126 one man felt that catholic children might

experience some pressure to participate in LDS activities
and noted once again that much social activity is tied up

in that denomination 127

two respondents felt that catholic children face a

rough time in utah one said that some LDS parents

prevented their children from playing with catholic children
simply because of religious affiliation another stated
that some catholic children were teased called names and

told that they were devil worshippersshipperswor because it goes with

what the LDS church teaches that if its not of the mormon

church its of the devil 128 interestingly one of

these same two people stated that her own father would not

let her as a child participate in a girl scout type

activity in her community because of its being sponsored by

a local baptist church 129

teenagers tend to have more pressure applied to them in

terms of invitations to participate in the LDS church than

do younger children who seem to face teasing more as a

result of being recognized as different or outside the

ihristou126hristouHristouchristou126 4 brzezinski 3 4 klug 4 9 hart 6

ijensenajensen 14

ihobbsthobbs 5 7 eshelman 6 7

hobbs9hobbsthobbs 10 11
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larger group five of the eight catholic respondents felt
that teenagers went through a lot or pressure to attend LDS

events and three mentioned that they either had or knew

children who had converted to the LDS church 130 dating

and marriage also posed problems as catholics did not seem

to be able to very easily date or marry LDS people without

converting 131 ironically of the eight people

interviewed half were themselves converts to catholicism

and of those four three had done so to be able to marry a

catholic woman additionally one of the women interviewed

had married a man who converted from the LDS to the catholic

faith one man recognized this situation and admitted that

if a catholic majority existed it would be difficult for

non catholics to date or marry 132 one man felt the

environment for catholic teens in utah to be better than

that in wyoming where he grew up because more catholics

live in the area than did in his home town 133

adults generally have the easiest time of any of the

age brackets three people agreed that adults because of

the control they can exercise over their own lives do not

have much of a unique experience here in utah 134 two

ihobbs13hobbsthobbs13 7Hobbs 8 klug 9 10 jensen 15

ihobbs13hobbsthobbs13 7Hobbs 8 klug 9 10 eshelman 7

ieshelmaneshelmanheshelman 7

iwatsonawatson 4

ihobbsthobbs 8 klug 5 watson 4 5
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people felt that the adult experience depends on the place

where catholics work and live stating that some business
people feel that they are not given a fair shake because

they are catholic and that others feel they have been passed

over for promotions because they are not LDS 135 two

women felt that adults simply experience the heightened

sense of religion that pervades the state but are not

negatively impacted by that one woman stated that people

around here had a tendency to be curious in a positive way

about her catholicism 136 one man mentioned that sometimes

LDS adults only seem to be interested in you for religious
reasons he mentioned that local ladies had visited his
wife when they first moved in yet when they found out she

was not interested in attending LDS activities and meetings

these ladies quit coming by he also felt that if he

converted to the LDS faith socially he would be in like
flynn 137

four people felt that their being catholic had not

affected the way that people they met reacted to them 138

two stated that they felt their being catholic positively

affected the way that people reacted to them that they

received more respect than they thought they would normally

ihartlhartahart 7 eshelman 7

brzezinski136brzezinski 4 hristou 4 5

jensen 15 16

watson 5 klug 5 6 hristou 5 hobbs 9
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receive in other areas of the nation 139 thus in their
personal interactions these people seem to have had a more

positive experience than they think the typical catholic

adult goes through

three people felt that their own positive experiences

are typical of most other catholic adults they know 140

one qualified this by saying some catholic adults develop a

persecution complex and complain a lot particularly those

who are not native utahnsutahna 141 two people felt that they

could not typify the catholic experience and that it
depended on personal attitudes or career choice 142 two

men felt that things would be more difficult for catholics

with children than for them one added that he felt that

his present job as a police officer allowed him insights

into life in utah that others did not share and hence

shaped his own opinions in a different way 143

ihart139hartlhartahart139 7Hart 8 eshelman 7
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4 impressions of the LDS

when asked how they would characterize the LDS

individuals they know all eight responded positively
again they used a wide variety of superlative and glowing

phrases only two qualifications were added one man felt
that the LDS people were sometimes hypocritical but that
the ones he personally dealt with were decent good

people 144 sometimes LDS people can also be a bit
clannish or cliquish according to another individual

and this can be damaging especially to smaller children who

are excluded as a result of this social structure the same

man however offered generally positive remarks about the

LDS people he interacted with 145 this generally positive
response may indicate that respondents are picking negative

experiences from those they have heard about through other

catholics or also that they simply choose good people to

associate with

the LDS church as an organization drew mixed responses

four respondents commented on the quality of the structure
mentioning that they admired different parts of the

organization ranging from the LDS welfare system to its
youth program 146 two persons mentioned that the LDS
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church seemed like any other organized religion with a

spiritual and business aspect 147 another man felt that
the business aspects have overpowered the spiritual aspects

that the churches skyscraper office building is the real
symbol of its work not the temple 148 three people felt
that sometimes the church did not allow its members enough

room to think for themselves that it was too authoritarian
in nature however one of these men related a story about

N eldon tanner to illustrate how tolerant of other

religions some church leaders could be 149 one of these

three also noted that things might be the same as far as

ecclesiastical domination goes if the area was

predominantly catholic or baptist or any other

denomination 150

5 final comments

to conclude their interviews two people simply

mentioned that the catholic church could make some

improvements in its utah infrastructure or with intrainfra group

relations between the various ethnic groups within the

brzezinski 5 watson 5
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catholic church 151 two mentioned that they felt that
their utah experience had strengthened them and that they

were more active here than they had been in other areas 152

another mentioned that he had simply enjoyed being a

catholic 153 finally two women brought up the issue of

diversity in utah they felt that sometimes different
points of view were overlooked by the LDS to sum it up

one said diversity means more than belonging to different
wards 154

conclusion

principal themes in the catholic interviews centered

around social interactions most felt that barriers exist
on most age levels to their participation in various group

activities some are willing to admit that these

activities being church sponsored are not necessarily a

place where they should have access however they often

felt that the amount of church activity in utah left little
room for community sponsored events the pressure to

convert to the LDS religion also seemed to be a recurring

theme with teens feeling the most pressure in this area
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others minor themes included the dominance of politics and

personal lives by the LDS church as well as the pervasive

concern with religion in utah in general catholic people

described having had either a predominantly favorable or a

mostly challenging experience those who had positive
experiences tended to answer most questions in positive
ways with occasional reservations the reverse seemed the

case for those who had negative experiences the strongest

condemnations of the LDS church and utah culture most often
came from these people
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chapter 3

the presbyterians

the first presbyterian passed through what was then

utah territory in 1864 dr henry kendall the secretary

of the board of home missions of the presbyterian church

stopped in salt lake city and noted that the town held

possibilities for the establishment of a presbyterian

church some time before this in 1860 the reverend

sheldon jackson had received an appointment as the

superintendent of home missions for the whole of the west

from iowa to nevada and from mexico to canada as well as

for alaska under jacksons supervision the seeds of a

permanent presbyterian presence in utah were sown

in june of 1869 the reverend melancthon hughes arrived
in the predominantly non mormon railroad town of corinne

twenty miles north of ogden for two months hughes held his
sunday services in the local courthouse hughes with the

help of jackson established a building committee but soon

left to get married and never came back to utah edward E

bayliss replaced him in april of 1870

bayliss faced the challenge of high rental prices but

soon established himself and set up a sunday school with 41

students attending by november of 1870 under bayliss

direction the congregation in corinne finished the
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construction of their own chapel on two lots that had been

donated by the railroad and on a third which came from a

local townsman the church listed nine people as the first
official members 155

upon the request of reverend jackson the home mission

board in new york sent josiah welch to salt lake city to set
up the first presbyterian congregation in that location
only able to rent a loft in a livery stable welch held

services in these rather uncomfortable conditions for nearly
a year before securing a different location through hard

work and an appeal to eastern presbyterian women welch

eventually saw the dedication of the first presbyterian

church in salt lake city in october of 1874 at the corner of

second south and second east 156

over time more and more missionaries were called to

the utah territory and assigned to new areas usually they

encountered stiff resistance from the mormon majority and

often found it difficult to rent a place to in which to live
or hold services some of the resistance they brought on

themselves through vociferous denunciations of mormon

theology and society some of the antagonism between the

two groups stemmed from the past treatment of mormons in

igeorge155georgecgeorge155 KGeorge davis A history of the presbyterian
church in utah in journal of the presbyterian historical
society 23 philadelphia department of history of the
presbyterian church in the USA 1945 242

bibidtibid 246
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157117george

the midwestern states and the feelings of resentment that
those experiences had left with the mormonscormonsMor manymons mormons

also disliked the fact that the presbyterian teachers used

their schools as a tool for the conversion of mormon

children duncan J mcmillan who established a school and

church in mt pleasant was subjected to a personal attack by

brigham young and other mormon leaders for just this
reason 157 some presbyterians had their homes vandalized

furthermore the people who helped these missionaries were

often ostracized by their mormon neighbors eventually

however most missionaries were able to establish themselves

and to create new congregations congregations eventually

took root in mt pleasant in 1875 american fork in 1876

manti in 1878 brigham city in 1877 ogden and logan in
1878 158 in 1883 the synod of utah formed by permission

of the general assembly of the presbyterian church included

fifteen churches 159

igeorgecgeorge K davies A history of the presbyterian
church in utah in journal of the presbyterian historical
society 24 philadelphia department of history of the
presbyterian church in the USA 1946 47 in his own
account of the experience mcmillan states that brigham
young held meetings with the mormons in mt pleasant where
he publicly referred to mcmillan as a vile godless man
worse than an infidel teaching sedition infidelity and
free love young then asked the people to unite to drive
mcmillan out of the community it is likely however that
this tale has grown some in the telling

bibidtibid 46 68

george K davies A history of the presbyterian
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society 25 philadelphia department of history of the
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160igo

many smaller congregations have come and gone since

these early days often for demographic reasons the
presbyterians never had much success converting the mormon

population and often relied on incoming people or previously

established non mormon residents for their membership the
population increases of the 1940s saw a rash of new churches

established as world war II11 industries such as geneva steel
morton thiokolThi andokol hill air force base brought in numerous

non mormon individuals and families dependence on such a

population however brought problems for example the

brigham city congregation built a large new facility in 1964

to house the people who had come to the area over the

previous 20 years however in that same year morton

thiokol cut back its work force and the new building became

a burden for the reduced congregation it was with relief
that they burned their mortgage in 1977 160

the presbyterian church in utah experienced steady

growth through the 1960s and then saw a small decline in
1966 membership in utah numbered 6368 and in 1975

presbyterian church in the USA 1947 62 the fifteen
were located in brigham city mt pleasant springvilleSpring
payson

ville
salt lake city parowancarowanPa

st
rowan

george logan kaysvillewaysvilleKays mantiville american fork silver
reef nephi ogden and fillmore

sara yates A centennial history of the community
presbyterian church of brighambrictBricy cityham utah 1878 1978
brigham city utah publisher unknown 1978 17
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4867 161 this rise and decline in membership followed a

national trend for most mainline churches 162 the reasons

for this demographic swing are not entirely clear from the
1970s into the 1990s the presbyterian population in utah
has gradually grown back to post world war II11 levels As of

1990 the presbyterians in utah numbered 6658 in some 23

congregations 163 most of this growth resulted from an

overall increase in utahs population as well as the

establishment of large software financial services medical

and manufacturing firms inside the state which brought in a

large number of non mormon employees including a number of

presbyterian church members

in the early years the presbyterian church decided to

face four principal challenges in utah 1 the existence of

polygamy 2 the perceived anti american nature of the
mormon church 3 the power of the mormon priesthood and 4

the lack of adequate unbiased public schools

presbyterians engagedengaaed themselves in all of these issues and

did have a marked effect on the eventual creation of a

H jeffrey silliman presbyteriansPresbyte inrians utah
unpublished 16 page paper copy in possession of the
author p15

sydney E ahlstrom A religiousRelic historyilousrious of the
american people vol 2 garden city NY image books
1975 607 608

martin B bradley norman M green jr dale E
jones mac lynn and lou mcneil comps churches and church
membership in the united states 1990 atlanta glenmary
research center 1992 392 94 and presbytery of utah
directorydirecto salt lake city presbytery of utah 1994
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public school system the abolition of polygamy and the
acceptance of utah into the union it is likely that
presbyterians invested more effort in establishing a system

of schools than in any of the other areas noted above

almost from the beginning the presbyterian

missionaries saw that the nature of mormon society with its
co operative style and its authoritarian structure would

make direct proselyting very difficult A confrontational
relationship existed between the two groups based on

previous persecution of the mormons in the midwest which

had often been led by presbyterian clergy and the general
protestant revulsion for the peculiarities of mormon

doctrine and society 164 this situation made open attempts

at proselytizing very difficult and so the presbyterians
began to establish schools as an indirect means to affect
the mormon youth presbyterians also established schools as

a means to protect their own children and those of other
non mormons from the influences of mormon school teachers
many of whom could not afford to afford texts other than the

book of mormon and the bible for instruction 165

until 1890 utah did not have a public school law and

school attendance and the quality of instruction was

isee dwyer the gentile comes to utah

iseetsee thomas edgar lyon evangelical protestant
missionary activities in mormon dominated areas 1865 1900
phd diss university of utah 1962
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therefore minimal and generally of inferior quality 166

through the support of eastern mission societies the
presbyterians were able to bring in college educated

teachers and establish numerous schools throughout the

state often these small schools would precede the

establishment of a congregation reversing the order of

priorities in other areas of the country the presbyterians

created a master education plan which included grammar

schools high schools and a college so that students could

gain a complete education by 1884 some 33 schools had been

started at its high point in 1889 the presbyterian system

operated 36 grammar schools and four academies scattered all
over the state which served several hundred students many

of them mormonscormonsMor 167mons with the passage of the public school

law in 1890 most of the presbyterian schools were closed
some were given gratis to the state to serve as new

public schools 168 today only wasatch academy in mt

pleasant and westminster college in salt lake city remain

presbyterians saw the mormon faith as essentially non

christian and believed that allowing a state with a

lbruceibruceebruce L campbell and eugene E campbell early
cultural and intellectual development in utahs history
ed richard D poll et al logan UT utah state
university press 1989 300

isillimansilliman presbyteriansPresbyte inrians utah 13

idrida donald baird interviewed at first presbyterian
church in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 7

november 1994 transcript in possession of the author
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predominantly mormon population into the union would be a

mistake 169 they made sure that the government in
washington received a vivid picture of the mormons un

american activities and general depravity and vigorously
opposed attempts at making utah a state 170 however the

announcement in 1890 by mormon president wilford woodruff

that the mormon church would no longer perform polygamous

marriages helped break down the barriers to statehood

another event that brought statehood closer was the

establishment of opposing national political parties prior

to the 1890s two parties had existed in utah the peoples
party basically mormon and the liberal party all others
when the mormons dissolved the peoples party in 1891 and

basically by fiat created democratic and republican

imost169mostimort protestants saw several mormon beliefs such as
extra biblical scripture modern revelation the mormon
beliefs about the ultimate fate of humanity and especially
polygamy as being in direct opposition to their
understanding of real christianity furthermore the mormon
practice of referring civil disputes to their bishops
rather than to the territorial courts seemed a direct
challenge to democracy as the protestants knew it see
edwin brown firmage zion in the courts A legal history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 1900
urbana university of illinois press 1988 A 1990

statement by the general assembly of the presbyterian church
USA entitled A present day look at the latter day

saints has presented a thoughtful and well informed look
at the LDS creating somewhat of an about face from the
nineteenth century presbyterian position of antagonism
towards the LDS church

okentkenikenaken mulholland interviewed at the offices of utah
institute for biblical studies in salt lake city by jesse
S bushman salt lake city on 24 october 1994 transcript
in possession of the author
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parties the non mormons in utah felt somewhat less
threatened by the power of a mormon political block thus

their support for statehood grew in 1896 utah became a

state further alleviating tensions between the two groups

presbyterians have been involved in interdenominational

efforts for some time in utah 171 tensions with the mormon

community prevented any kind of dialogue or cooperative

efforts until recent years and presbyterian relations with

the catholics have sometimes been less than cordial in
contrast the cooperation between presbyterians and other
protestants in utah has been nothing short of amazing 172171

in 1915 the protestant churches in utah realized that the

dominance of the mormon church precluded the establishment

of a multiplicity of protestant churches particularly in

smaller rural areas to prevent crippling competition

between denominations the presbyteriansPresbyte

congregationalists
rians

episcopaliansEpiscopal methodistsians and baptists
formed the utah interdenominational commission and the utah

home mission workers council these organizations worked to

isillimansilliman presbyteriansPresbyte inrians utah 15

iromanbroman catholics have always drawn fire from
protestant groups and the influx of catholic immigrants
during the latter half of the nineteenth century created a
nativism that fed this anti catholic rhetoric the
episcopalians in utah were very careful to avoid
confrontation with the mormonscormonsMor refusingmons to criticize them
publicly or to attempt to openly convert them this more
relaxed approach bothered some protestants see john dixon
stewart A history of saint marks cathedral parish 1867
1967 salt lake city episcopal diocese of utah 1967
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consolidate protestant efforts in each small town thus
some rural utah towns would have a single protestant church

attended by people from various religious traditions and

supported by the interdenominational council the council
split up the towns either consolidating things into a

single previously established church or establishing only

one in each new fieldleid this organization died out in 1950

but was replaced by shared ministry in utah which was

formed in 1971 shared ministry now includes six
denominations and some 68 congregations 173 they hold

joint training for teachers and church administrators
coordinate mission work in utah release public statements

and provide a forum for the clergy to interact and discuss

issues of concern it is the only organization of its type

in the united states 174 presbyterians have also shared

two japanese congregations with the united church of christ
since 1924 175

although participation in social ministry today is done

ithese groups are the united presbyteriansPresbyte USArians the
united church of christ the american baptists the african
methodist episcopal church the united methodists and the
disciples of christ

sillimantsilliman presbyteriansPresbyte inrians utah 15 and baird
interview it is likely that this organization is unique
because of the demographic situation in utah in most other
towns across the nation there are enough un churched people
to support churches of more than one denomination in many
small utah towns there simply are not enough non mormons to
support more than one church of any denomination

silliman resbyterianspresbyteriansPresbyte inrians utah 14
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on a congregational basis many of utahs presbyterian
congregations have made and continue to make significant
contributions to the life of the community and to individual
wellbeing they support such activities as the crossroads
urban center one of salt lake citys largest homeless

shelters the women in jeopardy center for battered women

the YWCA local juvenile detention centers boy scouts and

girl scouts a gasoline voucher program for stranded

motorists and the salvation armys meals program 176

through these efforts and others the presbyterians

continue to make an impact on utah and its people

interview results

clergy

1 background information

the four clergy interviewed have all been pastors in

utah for substantial amounts of time 9 10 10 and 25

years all four are married and have children most of whom

are either married or in their late teens three of them

serve congregations in the salt lake area and the fourth

baird interview and H jeffrey silliman interviewed
at mt olympus presbyterian church in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 2 november 1994 transcript in
possession of the author
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serves a congregation in fruit heights the pastor who has

served for 25 years split that time between the salt lake
congregation and a smaller one in richfield utah
interviews with clergy tended to be about sixty percent
longer than those with lay people 177

2 social and interdenominational ministry

presbyterian churches engage in a variety of social
ministries first presbyterian operates a day care works

with crossroads urban center a shelter for the homeless

works with the ulster project to bring irish protestants and

catholics together provides gas for stranded motorists
works with the rescue mission for women and offers the use

of its sanctuary to a number of different musical

groups 178 cottonwood presbyterian church also supports

crossroads urban center as well as some other local soup

kitchens 179 the fruit heights congregation works with the

davis county family support center which is a child abuse

center with st marks gardens a seniors housing facility

ibaird 1 david crockett interviewed at cottonwood
presbyterian church in salt lake city by jesse S bushman
on 11 march 1995 transcript in possession of the author
1 russell durler interviewed at wasatch presbyterian
church in fruit heights by jesse S bushman on 25
february 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 2

silliman 1

ibaird178baird178 1Baird 3

icrockettCrockett 1
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and a local food bank 180 the mount olympus church also
works with crossroads urban center as well as the YWCAs

women in jeopardy program and the YWCA teen home they also
volunteer time at a juvenile detention center on

1 Q 1

occasion 01

when asked how the community responded to their efforts
to provide social ministry all four pastors responded that
the community had been very open and quite positive about

having their help 182 one pastor however made the point

that the presbyterian churches can offer a lot of help for

which they are not asked for example during the flooding

that affected salt lake city some years ago the LDS church

was asked by the city to provide sandbagging volunteers and

his congregation was not he felt that when a problem

arose the LDS church often received requests for help from

local civic authorities but that other denominations were

basically ignored when they could make a valuable

contribution to the community 183

interchurch cooperation seems to be somewhat better in

utah than in other areas where these men have served three

of them stated that the predominance of the LDS presence

helps their neighbors to overlook differences that might not

idurler18odurier 2

isilliman18sillimansilliman18 4 5

ibaird 4 crockett 2 durler 2 silliman 5

baird 4
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be so easily passed over in other areas 184 all four

pastors referred to the creation of shared ministry and

mentioned its unique character the pastors felt that in a

way they were driven together out of necessity 185

two made the point that with the amount of effort
needed to maintain a protestant church in utah clergy often
have a tendency to mind their own shop which makes it
very easy to become wrapped up in their own programs to the

exclusion of interchurch work this experience seems to

intensify in the rural areas or in smaller towns outside

the main population centers along the wasatch front 186

one pastor made the statement that I1 think strangely its
more competitive here theres more definition that goes on

here rather than common work 187 he further explained

that the LDS presence forces people to consider closely who

and what they are and to define that for this reason he

felt that churches in utah sometimes spend a great deal more

energy in examining themselves than in working with their
neighbors

of the four clergymen three commented on attempts to

cooperate with the LDS church on various issues two of

ibaird 5 crockett 2 silliman 6

ibaird 4 5 crockett 2 3 durler 3 7 silliman
5 7

icrockett18crockettCrockett18 2 3 silliman 6

crockett 2
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them stated that cooperation was somewhat minimal while one

church carried on a great deal of interaction with the local
LDS stake even receiving help from that stake when working

to raise funds for a new building 188 all three
respondents felt official interaction particularly with

people in the LDS hierarchy such as area presidents and

public affairs specialists to be generally better than that
with the run of the mill lay mormon but even then the

nature of interaction often depended on the persons with

whom they worked all three however conveyed the

impression that relations with the LDS church and its
members have improved over the years and they expect that
trend to continue 189

3 social and political impressions

all four clergymen stated that they have not espoused

from the pulpit any particular political cause or position

they have however sought to help their people be

politically active 190 three of the four felt that the LDS

church has an inordinate amount of influence on the politics

8 9

idurler188durier188 3Durierdurler
189bairdibaird189 6Baird crockett 3 durler 3

ibaird190baird190igo 7Baird 8 crockett 3 durler 11 12 silliman
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of the state 191 two expressed the belief that the state
legislators are mostly LDS one even stated that 82 percent

of the legislators are either LDS bishops or stake
presidents and that he was personally horrified by two

thirds of what came out of the legislature although this
seemed to be somewhat of an exaggeration just to make his
point 192 both of these men said that there are phone

lines installed in the chambers of the legislature that run

directly to the offices of the LDS church which legislators
could use to receive counsel on the various issues before
them A quick call to the state house of representatives
however proved this assertion to be fanciful 193 they may

have meant that legislators do have the option of calling an

ecclesiastical leader for counsel if they so desire all
three of the clergy who responded at length to this question

felt that the LDS influence is not overt and planned but a

steady undercurrent one pastor reported having been told
by state legislators that they could only offer him an

opinion on certain issues after having consulted with the

ibaird19baird19 7Baird 8 durler 8 9 silliman 9 10

idurler 8 the statement that utahs legislators are
82 percent LDS is not entirely inaccurate however the
assertion that these same legislators are all LDS bishops
and stake presidents is completely inaccurate

ilindallindaalinda adams secretary utah house of
representatives in a 4 august 1995 phone conversation with
jesse S bushman notes in possession of the author
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leadership of the LDS church 194 this influence however

was seen by another pastor as simply a natural outgrowth of

the legislators trying to live out their faith rather than

some planned program 195 the fourth pastor simply noted

that the politics of utah are extremely conservative 196

when asked about the culture all four clergymen

responded that the LDS church influenced what went on in

terms of social and cultural events 197 the overriding

sentiment expressed was that utah culture is very

parochial very self centered A wonderful collection of

navel gazers 198 the clergy have the sense that the LDS

draw upon their own people to meet their needs overlooking

the existence and the possible contribution of other groups

within utah one pastor theorized that the LDS ignored

others not because they disliked them but simply because

they did not know how to treat them in richfield this
pastor had simultaneously served as a city councilman and

in that capacity he received numerous calls and made a lot
of contacts with people who knew exactly how to treat him

however when he acted as a pastor people seemed somewhat

ibaird 7

isillimansilliman 9 10

icrockettcrockett 3

19bairdibaird19 10Baird 11 crockett 6 durler 10 11
silliman 12 14

Durierdurlerdurler 10
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202302

leery of him and did not quite know how to behave 199 he

credited this to the fact that many of these small town

populations have been in place for a long time and having

had little or no contact with other church groups have

become kind of ingrown 200 however all of the pastors

felt that relations with the LDS people are lightening up

and that mormons are becoming more aware and more sensitive
of their neighbors existence talents and needs

three pastors commented on the experience of clergy in

utah one pastor mentioned that clergy can frequently fall
victim to two dangers he sees clergy who begin to say that

all christians are one big family and they all ought to just
join together ignoring very real differences others may

become angry and paranoid about the mormonscormonsMor hemons feels that

both attitudes are not conducive to effective ministry in

utah 201 community use for clergy in utah did not seem so

great to one pastor he commented that the number of

talented people in the LDS community makes it unnecessary to

go looking for help in other areas he also felt that some

pastors may get caught up in a competitive type feeling 202212

the last pastor to comment on the clerical experience in

utah stated that when the presbytery interviews candidates

silliman19silliman 13 14

silliman 12

baird 12 13

crockett 9
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203303

enviroelvironmentament

for ministerial employment in utah they reject anyone who

comes with the goal of converting mormons because this
attitude develops animosity between the groups and is not
something they want 203

the clergy saw the religious environment as somewhat

oppressive they also generally believed that aspects of

religious life spill over into other areas this can be the
cause of greater religious consciousness as all of them

noted and it can also be somewhat irritating to them and

their congregations however the pressure from LDS people

to define what one is religiously often drives people into
greater activity when they move to utah one pastor stated
that his classes on the trinity in utah were always packed

whereas in other areas where he has pastoredpastorekpa hisstored
congregants responded to the invitation to such a class by

saying oh yawn you know bore me more 204 the
religious presence in utah also seemed to stimulate a

greater degree of public morality according to the clergy

and made it possible to do something as odd as discuss

theology while waiting for a hamburger the clergymen

obviously enjoyed this benefit of living in utah
on the flip side the overwhelming presence of the LDS

has also created a sort of anti majoritarianmajori countertarian culture
in utah particularly among young people one pastor called

durler 13

baird 9
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it a non culture I1 mean theyre just people that want

to have identity but they dont want the identity that the
predominant religious community affords them 205 these
people may tend to respond to the pressures of conforming

that exist in mormon society by becoming somewhat

belligerent or by scapegoating the LDS church for a broad
range of problems in addition in an effort to be

completely unassociated with the LDS culture they may take
up different styles of dress grooming or behavior that
clearly mark them as not in compliance with LDS norms the
pastors who brought this up stated that in many ways this
kind of bitterness is overplayed but they were quick to add

that in many cases it has a basis in real experiences 206

however what proportion of this rebellion is a part of

normal teenage behavior and what is due to the

socialreligioussocial climatereligious in utah cannot be stated by this
study it is likely that both factors play a part in

creating this anti culture as other interviewees have

pointed out that some LDS kids go off the deep end as

well
one pastor related the story of how a congregant went

to court to discuss the custody of her child and was not

given any time to state her position the judge allowed her

ex husband to testify for forty five minutes and then

crockett 6

crockett 4 silliman 9
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stating that he had a big church meeting to go to did not

allow the woman to give any testimony before he made his
decision to award custody to the father 207 probably the

best example of how religion crosses boundaries came from

this same pastor he explained that if the LDS people had a

whole pie one slice would represent the outside world and

the rest would be their religious life for the

presbyteriansPresbyte therians situation is reversed their religious

life only takes up one slice an intrusion of religion into

that larger portion of the pie may seem acceptable to a

mormon but galling to a presbyterian 208

4 children teenagers and adults

of all the age groups children seem to have the most

difficulty adjusting to or finding a place in the culture
of utah children experience pressure from their LDS peers

to become involved in the activities of the LDS church and

if they refuse are often excluded from playing with the LDS

children furthermore around the age of eight when most

LDS children are baptized the presbyterian children start
to hear comments about their being somehow unworthy or less
than the LDS children because they have not gone through a

similar rite of passage

durler 9

durler 10
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sometimes LDS children are responsible for this
exclusion but one pastor remarked that when his seven year

old son invited his entire elementary school class to his
birthday party only one child came the parents had one

by one called up and offered some excuse for not coming

the implication in the interview was that the parents acted

this way based on this pastors religious affiliation 209

other LDS children are prohibited from playing at certain
friends houses because theres this sort of undue

influence in her household that her husband would drink a

glass of wine and smoke a pipe and might be a bad influence
on things and so on so she cant play with this friend any

more 210 these kinds of exclusions damage childrens
self esteem and can create a sense of frustration and anger

in their parents

teenagers experience exclusion in terms of dating and

social events the LDS church tries to maintain a very

active program for its youth and so much of their social

life evolves around their various churches the

presbyterian youth find themselves on the outside

furthermore the LDS church teaches endogamy and encourages

their youth to date only other LDS church members once

again one pastor mentioned that a few non LDS youth tend to

build up a negative or rebellious identity counter to that

baird 10 11

sillimanillman 11
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of the good teens around them

exclusion takes other forms as well in another
example of religion flowing over traditional bounds one

pastor mentioned that the LDS students on the local high

school had all read the devil and daniel webster while

attending an LDS religious class when the teacher of their
english class found out that they were familiar with this
book he made it assigned reading and announced a quiz on it
the next day one student in the class was presbyterian and

this created quite a problem for him 211

presbyterians teenagers who graduate from utah

however tend to be more active in their faith and more

knowledgeable about their own theology because frankly

when they go to school on monday morning theyre going to

get an examination in the hallway by the guy who has the

locker next to theirs 212 hence when they have the

opportunity to study their own tradition they apply

themselves more than the ordinary american teenager would

life for presbyterian adults seems to change with the

area in which they live three of the pastors mentioned

that the stories they heard differed markedly often
depending on where the person telling them lived some

adults love the culture and social environment of utah but

others become somewhat bitter or feel oppressed A commoncornmon

silliman211 10

baird 9
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feeling is that they are not needed in utah because they

are not a part of LDS society they may go around what if
ing meaning that they say they could live out their faith
if they were only some other place some also feel like
they are only valued by their LDS neighbors as a potential
convert and that if they do not show signs of converting

they are quickly ostracized 213 however many enjoy the

family orientation the physical beauties of the state and

feel their neighbors and associates to be quite accepting

and friendly
two pastors mentioned that some people felt that they

needed to keep the fact that they were non LDS not

necessarily that they were presbyterian a secret to keep

their job 214211 one pastor told the story of a congregant

who was told he could rise no higher in his company because

he was the wrong religion 215 he moved to california and

got another job entrepreneurs and those who are otherwise

self employed however seem to do quite well in utah

5 impressions of the LDS

when speaking about the LDS reactions were mixed one

pastor said the LDS church is nothing more than an

durler 5

baird 7 durlerdurier 14
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egotistical monstrosity he felt that the emphasis on

converting people rather than valuing them as human beings

seemed to be a great problem 216 another pastor said he

did not feel that he had any right to criticize the LDS

church as he was not a member but that he sometimes

doubted statements from the hierarchy to the effect that
they did not influence disciplinary actions by LDS

leaders 217 LDS mythology seems to be responsible for a

lot of their strength in one ministers eyes he also felt
the LDS ability to motivate its members to be rather
incredible the preponderance of LDS people in utah seemed

also to make them overlook other faiths in his opinion 218

another pastor noted that the LDS influence seems to pervade

all aspects of life in utah and hence makes for very

strong feelings about its actions he also noted that LDS

people sometimes overlook or undervalue traditions other

than their own 219211

6 final comments

significantly all of the pastors noted at one point or

another during their interviews that the reactions of their

durler 4 5
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people typified those of minorities anywhere protestants
at least behave here in terms of the way they think like
minorities anywhere whether minorities happen to be racial
whether they happen to be ethnic they have a minority

mindsetmindretmind theresset an Us and them there just is 220

two pastors also pointed out that they know mormons who live
outside utah who would not come to live here or who find
difficulty fitting in 221

laypeopleLay

1

people

background information

interviews were conducted with five men and three
women all of whom were quite active in their respective
congregations only two have been presbyterian their entire
lives the others have been members from 4 to more than 20

years two of those interviewed both males were born and

raised in utah while the rest came at a various times

throughout their lives all interviewees had married and

all of them have children at various stages of life the

six not raised in utah have lived in the state for 20 20

17 17 16 and 4 years interviewees ranged in age from 41

to 66 with most being in their early fifties two had been

silliman 8
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raised in utah the others came from various other states
three being from ohio interviews were conducted at their
homes from kaysvillewaysvilleKays andville fruit heights in northern davis
county to sandy 222

2 social and political impressions

responses to the request to characterize utahs culture
varied widely but reflected to some extent those of the

clergy two laypersonslay mentionedpersons that utah seemed a little
behindbehin in terms of the problems and services offered by

larger cities these same two mentioned the family

vivienne222vivienne bailey interviewed at her home in sandy by
jesse S bushman on 25 march 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 2 liza macaroni real name
withheld interviewed at her home in fruit heights by
jesse S bushman on 4 march 1995 transcript in possession
of the author 1 2 sharon bevans interviewed at her home
in fruit heights by jesse S bushman on 11 march 1995
transcript in possession of the author 1 2 john brown
interviewed at his home in kaysvillewaysvilleKays byville jesse S bushman
on 4 march 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1
2 richard fussner interviewed at his home in farmington
by jesse S bushman on 11 march 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 3 ken mulholland 1 2 paul
sagers interviewed at his home in salt lake city by jesse
S bushman on 25 march 1995 transcript in possession of
the author 1 2 ed taylor interviewed at his home in
sandy by jesse S bushman on 25 march 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 2 an additional interview was
conducted with a couple who had lived in utah for under a
year however the tape recorder was not properly adjusted
and the interview unfortunately was not recorded
however I1 will make reference to that interview based on
notes made on the interview when the error was discovered
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orientation of utah culture 223 two others said they felt
rather restricted and that utah seemed somewhat uptight and

too conservative to them 224 one of the life long utahnsutahna

mentioned having felt an air of superiority from mormonscormonsMor

but

mons

stated that this has lessened considerably over his
lifetime 225221 two felt that the mormon influence simply

pervaded every aspect of utah culture and was impossible to

really get away from these same two felt that people

outside the LDS tradition have a real need for a social
group of their own 226 finally two of the interviewees

one of them the other life long utahn felt that utahs
culture was simply great and very comfortable 227

significantly when asked about the social environment

in utah all interviewees responded with the sense that it
revolved around the LDS church some did not seem bothered

by this since they did not consider themselves to be overly

social to begin with others felt isolated and ignored

two said that mormons assume a joint cultural background

and tend to ignore everything outside of that 228 one man

stated ill tell you one thing I1 dont like that

bevans 2 fussner 3 4

bailey 2 sagers 2 3

sagers 4

mulholland226mulholland 3 taylor 3

brown 2 macaroni 2

mulhollandlhollandrholland 8 taylor 8
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230210macaroni210macaroni 2 brown 3

bailey 2 3

sagers 7
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enviroelvironmentament

irritates me jesse when I1 go into a store or I1 go into a

business I1 go to someplace people keep telling me about

the church 7 I1 said the church is the mt olympus

presbyterian church 229 several of these people stressed
the importance of having a social group within ones own

faith communitycorr sayingmunity that the lack of such a support

group could result in feelings of isolation
when asked about the political situation in utah only

two respondents felt comfortable stating that things were

much as they wanted them to be 230 both were conservative

republicans the other six all pointed out that the LDS

church seems to have overly much influence on how things

turn out politically one woman felt that her political
voice did not have as much influence in utah as it had in

other areas where she had lived 231 another man felt that

the LDS church had really been rather restrained and

wondered that they had not used more of their very evident

power to affect legislation 232

probably the most common response to the request to

characterize utahs religious environment was the statement

that it had strengthened either their own personal faith or

that it helped their congregation be more united and more
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active four of the eight interviewees pointed this
out 233 one clarified this by describing the crisis of

faith that he has seen many non LDS people go through upon

arriving in the state he saw entering people reacting by

either joining the LDS church becoming more active in their
own tradition or by joining that non culture that has

already been discussed 234

three mentioned that religion had more exposure in

every day life they felt that the news media covered

religion more aggressively and that people lived out their
religion in public ways such as staying home on sundays or

confining their social life to their church circles 235

one interviewee stated that he felt life in rural or small

town utah would be much tougher than in the larger cities
particularly for families with small children because of the

greater concentration of mormons in rural utah towns 236

two people brought up the increased cooperation between

protestant denominations that exists in utah stating that

it was due at least in part to the heightened awareness of

religion in utahs culture 237

bailey 3 brown 7 8 fussner 6 7 mulholland 2
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3 children teenagers and adults

four of the laypeoplelay statedpeople that presbyterian children
often feel left out of group activities with their
peers 238 one woman noted that the presbyterian label was

not as responsible for this exclusion as the non LDS

labellabe 239 pressure was also experienced by the children to

convert or at least to conform to mormon norms some

children were teased because they were different one

family moved from an area mostly to escape the effect it
was having on their children and found the area into which

they moved to be markedly different their children have

had no problems at their new schoolschoo 240 two interviewees

did not comment because they did not raise small children

while in utah the comment was also made that children

without an active church to attend or some other kind of

social network might have a very difficult time coping with

the isolation and rejection 241

three interviewees stated that teenagers have the most

trouble with dating and other group social events all
three mentioned that they were aware of relationships that
were cut off because the two people involved were not both

bailey238bailey 4 bevans 3 sagers 5 9 mulholland 6
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LDS 242 this proved rather hurtful to the non LDS person

involved in each case these same three felt that most

youth socialization in utah centers around the LDS church

and that their own teenagers were on the outside of this
activity one mother said that her daughter had been

somewhat ostracized when she refused to attend meetings for
LDS young women 243 one of the interviewees who grew up in

utah felt that social life for teens in utah was no

different than anywhere else 244 the other individual who

grew up in utah felt that many teens might pick up some

negative behaviors simply to show they were not part of the

LDS tradition 245

adults seem to do somewhat better in utah than their
children half of the laypeoplelay feltpeople that adult life in

utah was no different than in any other place two

expressed slight feelings of isolation and one said he felt
like a novelty 246241 this position as an outsider made it
possible for LDS people to come to him and let their hair
down as it were I1111 have a lot of LDS people come to me

and they feel like they can really talk you know they

feel like they can say damn if they want or they can talk

242bevans 3 macaroni 4 5 sagers 9 10
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about things that they do not feel comfortable talking about

in other circles 11247 two again expressed the feeling that
adult experiences vary some people come to utah and love

it others are shell shocked 248 of the eight laypersonslay

interviewed

persons

five expressed the feeling that their
experiences were typical of other presbyterian adults they

knew 249 three expressed reservations about making that
generalization 250211251 coming to utah for one woman made her

faith stronger and increased her activity levelleveleveiieve 2511

4 impressions of the LDS

when talking about their LDS acquaintances most

interviewees responded very positively they felt that
their neighbors were friendly and willing to help them if
they needed it most felt that being presbyterian did not

really impact how people reacted to them however two

mentioned that LDS people seem to be somewhat overworked or

overburdened by their church work their large families and

sagers 11

mulholland11mulholland 6

bevans 4 bailey 6 brown 9 sagers 11 12
mulholland 6 7
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their careers particularly women 252 two said that LDS

people tend to be clannish or to stick to themselves 253

perhaps the best comparison was drawn by a couple that had

only lived in utah for approximately eight months when I1

interviewed them the husband stated that he felt like he

had gone to someone elses family reunion everyone was

very nice and polite but he just was not part of the

family 254 two others saw LDS people as being hyper

sensitive to criticism and unwilling to admit that things in

their lives were less than perfectperfecperfect 255 one man described

the LDS people particularly those who born and raised in

utah as afflicted with tunnel vision and in need of a

trip outside the state 256 for the most part though they

felt that LDS people were fairly decent folks

when asked to characterize the LDS church as an

organization most saw it as very authoritarian similar to

the catholic church and operated from the top down three
people also pointed out that the LDS church seems to be very

well organized and is obviously wealthy 257 the LDS

macaroni 6 sagers 10

fussner 6 taylor 10

john and suzanne graham interviewed at their home in
holladay by jesse S bushman on 24 march 1995 notes in
possession of the author
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258baileyballey

263363

predominance in utah according to one woman results from

its sheer numbers 258 one man an educator appreciated

that the LDS seminaries took students out of public school

for a portion of the day somewhat alleviating the already
bulging classrooms 259 protestants in utah according to

another man often imitate the LDS church in terms of their
own organization the groups and programs they set up are a

mirror of LDS structure so that their own people can have

something comparable in their lives 260

four of the interviewees described their interaction
with LDS people in the workplace two of them were either
in upper management or owned their own companies neither
of these felt like they had had any problems and praised

their LDS coworkers as hardworking good employees 261 the
two others one a salesman and one an educator stated that
LDS people sometimes favor other mormons over non

mormonscormonsMor 262mons the salesman said that he had experienced this
kind of favoritism and had confronted the LDS people he was

dealing with about the situation 263 the other man who

complained about LDS business practices said that he knew of
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a number of people who had left the mormon church for some

other denomination who were soon laid off or fired from

their jobs on various pretexts he feels that their having

left the LDS church produced this backlash 264 both

however felt that there was very little office crime in
terms of stealing supplies or services from a company

5 final comments

in most of the interviews at one time or another all
of the subjects stated that they felt like a minority or

that they reacted like minorities would anywhere some said

that they felt that they had received similar treatment in

other parts of the country particularly in areas where

southern baptists were in the majority they also felt
that mormons would experience many of the same things if
they would move out of utah to some area where one group

predominated

conclusion

several overriding themes emerge from these interviews

presbyterians in utah generally feel a sense of social

isolation and exclusion a devaluation of themselves or

their tradition this isolation takes different forms in

mulhollandlhollandrholland 9
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the lives of children adolescents and adults generally
things improve as the person ages and are able to better
understand and cope with their situation presbyterians in

utah also feel a sense of political and social impotence in

that their voice does not seem to be heard or is ignored by

the majority as inconsequential and this bothers them

assumptions of cultural homogeneity on the part of LDS

people also tend to overlook their neighbors and this can be

irritating pressure to conform to the norm of LDS society

also seems to be somewhat stronger than the pressures of the

other societies where the interviewees have lived one

interesting aspect of this pressure is the emphasis that LDS

people put on actually joining their group
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chapter 4

the baptists
national baptist convention

in very small numbers african americans have been

coming to utah since the mormon pioneers arrived the
military mining and the railroad brought most who came

during the early days of the state around the end of the

nineteenth century a large enough population had built up

to form churches to serve the spiritual needs of the
community

calvary baptist church one of the oldest black baptist
congregations in the intermountain area was formed in
1892 265 wall avenue baptist church later renamed new

zion baptist church in ogden followed becoming an official
congregation not too long after the turn of the century 266

since that time the population has continued to grow albeit
rather slowly african americans still make up less than

calvary is one of the few congregations that has
documented its history the congregations story can be
found in calvary missionary baptist church 1899 1976
salt lake city privately published by calvary baptist
church 1976 available in special collections university
of utah

ronald G coleman the blacks in utah history an
unknown legacy in the peoples of utah ed helen Z

papanikolas salt lake city utah state historical society
1976 134
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one percent of the population of the state 267

today there are six baptist churches in utah that
serve predominantlyedominantly african american congregations 268 the
black baptist churches make up the second largest bodies of

baptists in utah with 3134 members as of 1990 269

of all six congregations only calvary has published a

congregational history in 1892 the congregation that
became calvary baptist church began meeting in the home of
emma jackson in salt lake city at first the group only

called itself a prayer band and simply met to read the bible
and pray together the group soon outgrew the private homes

they had been using and moved into an older building on 37th

south and west temple calvarys first pastor J W

washington came in 1900 but the congregation was not

actually incorporated until 1921

since its creation the congregation has seen the

service of sixteen different pastors the longest lasting
being the current pastor rev france A davis these

statistical abstract of utah salt lake city bureau
of economic and business research david eccles school of
business university of utah 1993 11

they include calvary baptist church in salt lake
city new life baptist church in west valley city new
pilgrim baptist church in salt lake city true vine baptist
church in kaysvillewaysvilleKays newville zion baptist church in ogden and
second baptist church in ogden

269martinmartin B bradley norman M green jr dale E
jones mac lynn and lou mcneil eds churches and church
membership in the united states 1990 atlanta glenmary
research center 1992 392 94
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pastors have at various times engaged in activities such as

an employment agency for african americans as well as other
efforts to improve the social standing of their congregantscongre

they

gants

have also occasionally published congregational

newsletters
plagued by financial troubles for many years calvary

baptist has now become somewhat more secure in april of

1966 construction began on the current church building

the congregation has completely paid for its building and

also owns a church van in 1989 the congregation dedicated

calvary towers a low income housing facility for the

elderly calvary also manages a scholarship fund for its
members and a mentor program whereby the church youth can

work with adults in the congregation whose careers interest
them 270 rev france davis calvarys pastor for the last
21 years works actively with the other 10 11 afro american

congregations in utah idaho and wyoming and also locally
with the salt lake ministerial association the national
council of christians and jews the salt lake convention and

visitors bureau the salt lake city housing authority and

salt lake county career service council 271211 calvary is
currently a well attended busy congregation and continued

growth is expected

deseret news salt lake city 7 november 1993

rev france davis interview at calvary baptist
church in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 28 october
1994 transcript in possession of the author
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interview results

clergy

1 background information

clergy who were interviewed for this thesis ranged in
age from 43 to 70 years old all four of these men are

married three have children and the fourth has raised some

children in his home although he has no biological children
of his own of the four only one spent any of his growing

up years in utah although the majority of his formative

years passed in texas three live in the salt lake valley
and the fourth in kaysvillewaysvilleKays theyville have been in utah for 27

25 23 and 10 years and have not lived at other locations
within the state 272

272 jerome counsel interviewed at true vine baptist
church in kaysvillewaysvilleKays byville jesse S bushman on 8 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author 1 france davis
interviewed at calvary baptist church in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 28 october 1995 and 3 june 1995
transcripts in possession of the author 28 october 1995 1
H J lilly interviewed at his home in west valley city by
jesse S bushman on 28 june 1995 transcript in possession
of the author 1 3 robert young interviewed at calvary
baptist church in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 9
june 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1
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2 social and interdenominational ministry

baptist congregations by nature act independently and

as a result the social outreach that the various
congregations have engaged in varies providing worship

services at homes for the elderly sponsoring various
traveling and performing choirs as well as an african dance

group passing out food packages around the thanksgiving and

christmas holidays providing clothing working with

children of drug addicted parents supporting the salvation
army and cooperating in programs to alleviate the gang

situation in salt lake have all attracted the efforts of

baptists from these congregations in addition calvary

towers a housing facility for low income elderly is owned

and operated by calvary baptist church the pastor of this
congregation france davis is also very active in the
community as has already been described 273

three of these pastors said that such efforts have been

very well received by the larger community one pointed to

various plaques around his office that had been awarded to

the congregation for these efforts and another commented

that he had received a number of calls from people in the
community thanking him for the help of his congregation 274

counsel 2 davis october 28 2 3 lilly 3
young 2

counsel 2 3 lilly 3 young 2
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the fourth pastor stated that those who are in positions of

authority in the community are very open and accepting of

such work but that some people in the community feel that
the baptists do not belong that they are a cursed

people 275215 this statement obviously refers to a once

widely believed but now thoroughly and officially
discredited piece of mormon folk doctrine that describes

the black race as having descended from ham the son of

noah who according to the book of abraham in the pearl of

great price accepted by the latter day saints as

scripture was cursed so that he could not have the

priesthood 276

three of the four pastors work with the other african
american churches in their area they coordinate training
as well as occasional joint services and pulpit exchanges

local ministerial associations are attended by two and one

congregation holds membership in the state wide shared

ministry in utah another in the national conference of

christians and jews and the intermountain baptist

association of churches 277 the fourth pastor stated that

he did not participate in much interdenominational

activity 278

davis october 28 3

abraham 126
counsel 3 davis october 28 3 young 2 3

lilly 4
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all three who worked with other congregations felt the

cooperation between african american churches to be very

good one stated that theres a sense that we are all
one 279 they also felt the cooperation with other
protestant groups to be quite good although not as smooth

or frequent as that with the african american churches 280

cooperation with the LDS church has been almost non

existent two of the three who responded to the request to

describe activities with the LDS faith referred to the same

single event a gospel music workshop some years ago in

which some african american choirs sang in LDS facilities
other than this event they stated that their cooperation

with the LDS was either very little or none 281

3 social and political impressions

in terms of political activity only one pastor seemed

to be actively engaged in leading his congregation toward

specific goals this man has worked not only to register
voters and help them become informed on election issues but

has also worked on fair housing issues and other issues

that affect the indigent as well as the martin luther king

jr holiday bill and the renaming of sixth south as martin

davis october 28 3

counsel 3 davis october 28 3

counsel 5 6 davis october 28 3 young 3
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luther king jr boulevard 282

one other pastor mentioned that the renaming of sixth
south and the king holiday bill had attracted the efforts of

his congregation but he did not mention any other

congregational political activities 283 individual
membership in the NAACP constitutes another pastors
political activism however he stated that he has not

pressed any political issues as a congregational leader 284

the last of the four had no commentconunent

both men who have worked for political causes said that
responses from the larger community to these efforts have

been mixed to some their work mattered to others it did

not said one 285 the other felt that people in positions

of political power were although not embracing willing to

listen and respect he feels however that people in the

larger community feel that he is too radical or too

activistactivisactipis 286

when asked to typify the political nature of utah two

pastors felt utah to be dominated by one party this
domination was more specifically described by one as

resulting from the presence of an overwhelming number of
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2youngayoung

mormons in the state although he recognized that political
control by the majority group follows logically in our

system he did complain of feeling that many times his
voice and the voices of his congregation could not be

heard 287 the other pastor did not specify the mormons as

the dominant political factor but conservative white

men as the power to reckon with 288

specific current issues dominated a third pastors
answers he talked about the problems with gangs jail
construction a parental right to discipline and the

singing of religious songs at a high school graduation 289

the final subject said that politics in utah are crooked

prejudiced and set up to exclude the minority 290

however when pressed to give examples of these behaviors or

to explain his characterization he simply said that some

people in the establishment have acted very nastily
towards him and that he has been audited by the IRS several

9q1years in a row

the question about the experience of clergy in utah

elicited very different responses in one case no comment

of the other three one stated that things have been

counsel 8 9

davis june 3 3

young 5 6

lilly 5

lilly 5 6
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improving over the years in terms of relations with the LDS

church but he also felt that utahnsutahna sometimes allow media

stereotypes of african americans to affect their views of

those who they encounter the small numbers of african
americans in utah also keep other people from having the

chance to deal with them and as a result the chance to see

that they are just people like themselves 292

the clergy according to another pastor have a very

difficult time in utah he said that the average stay is
around two to three years most seem to leave for two

reasons first they have no opportunity for advancement in
terms of professional education as there are no seminaries

in utah where they can study 293 but in addition to that
many clergymen feel that they must constantly be worrying

about pressure or influence from the LDS majority and expend

much of their energy in dealing with that pressure this
tends to interrupt their focus on increasing the

spirituality of their own congregation where it should

be 294 curiously all of the baptist clergymen interviewed

for this study have been in utah for ten years or more

interestingly the pastor who responded most

counsel 4 5

the utah institute for biblical studies a protestant
organization does offer graduate level classes that can be
counted toward a master of divinity at the regent college of
vancouver british columbia although UIBS does not itself
offer a complete degree

davis june 3 4
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2youngayoung

enthusiastically about the clerical experience in utah is
the associate minister for the pastor who responded in the
most pessimistic terms this final respondent said that
clergy who come to utah love it in fact they say that
this is paradise 295 he was quite emphatic in saying

that clergy love it here and he explained that by saying

that ministers from inner cities are most relieved to be out

of rougher more difficult situations 296

characterizations of utahs culture varied somewhat as

well one man feels like a chocolate chip in milk and

that this situation drowns out his voice sometimes 297 in

anothers view utahs culture is dominated by the LDS

church because the people of the state tend to let the

church do their thinking for them 2982911 one man answered the

question in terms of race saying that utah seems very well

integrated and not sectionalized as some places he has lived

during his life he also felt utah culture to be more laid

back than other places he has been 299 the last said that
alabama where he is from is 98 percent better he

justified this by saying that alabamas social life
economy and interchurch fellowship all outdo that of utah
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he expressed a desire to return to alabama as soon as his
health permitted however he added that utah seemed a good

place to raise children and that if he had any to raise it
would be a good place to stay 300

three pastors described utahs social environment as

being easy to get along in open and typified by friendly

relations with those they interacted with in addition one

added that it seems more integrated than the rest of the

united states 301 this last pastor mentioned that even

though it seems that the LDS go their way and we go our

way 11 he had still participated in LDS sporting events quite

readily and had occasionally been invited to LDS social
events although he chose not to attend 302 the final
pastor felt utah to be more exclusive than inclusive because

of the many private clubs and businesses that cater to

specific clientele that can be found in the state 303

when asked about religion one pastor stated that it
plays a much greater role here than any other place 304

another elaborated on this theme adding with approval that
people seem to take their religious values more seriously

here and to be more dedicated to them he pointed out that

lilly 4
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many of the states laws seem to reflect a religious bent
many christians in his own group he felt ought to
integrate some of that religiosity into their own lives 305

the majority who claim to be religious in the eyes of one

pastor are religious although there are some hypocrites

out there 306 finally one pastor felt utahs religious
climate to be dominated by the LDS particularly in his
words because the LDS feel that the rest of us are not

right however he attributed the tighter more harmonious

relationship between churches other than the LDS to this
feeling of being looked down on 307

4 children teenagers and adults

children according to two pastors do not experience

anything unique when living in utah their experience might

well be the same as any other place these men felt that
children did not have or had not learned the capacity to

discriminate however one added that because of their
being a small minority they may sometimes be ignored or

young 9 11

lilly 6 this last portion of his answer seemed to
refer to a congregation which invited him out to utah and
then after he had moved his family began to lobby to
reject him as their pastor causing him considerable
personal problems
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simply not given the recognition they deserve 308 another
pastor added that often children do not have sufficient
black role models here in utah and that african americans

do not show up prominently in school texts he felt that
this as well as other factors might combine to pressure

children to join the larger group 309 this pastor answered

the question in terms of race and seemed to be referring to

the experience of african american children rather than the

baptist children in his congregation finally the last
pastor felt that children in his home state of alabama would

be better trained and more active than here in utah

although he did not feel that their being baptist affects
the way that other utah children react to them 310

the lack of role models in the african american

community continues to impact children through their teen

years according to two of the pastors again they chose

to answer this question in terms of race rather than

religion they felt that the small number of african

americans as well as their being spread throughout the

community might make it more difficult to grow up here than

other places one added again that their extreme minority

status might contribute to their being ignored or

patronized the other felt that religious bias against

counsel 9 11 young 7 8
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african americans on the part of the LDS people might also
negatively impact what treatment they received 311 some

teenagers according to another pastor feel a lot of
pressure to join the LDS church and some in his
estimation are bought off by the LDS 312 the last man

felt that the utah experience matured teens faster than

other areas that the generally more religious environment

served to make them understand better what it means to be a

baptistbaptis 313

adults have the most positive experience of any age

group they have either learned to live with what problems

they may face in society or they have found a place where

they feel comfortable two pastors again answered this
question in terms of problems encountered because of race

rather than religion 314 of the other two one mentioned

that some adults have converted to the LDS church to get

welfare assistance and then when they found out that there
was more to it than that abandoned the LDS organization to

return to the baptist this flip flopping seems to cause

disruptions in their own spiritual lives as well as

providing a challenge for their pastor 315 this pastor as
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well as the last both felt that being baptist really did
not affect the way that adults are treated in utah 3163115

5 impressions of the LDS

when asked about LDS individuals that they knew three
pastors said that they had good relationships with the LDS

people that they knew and they used positive terms to

describe these people 317 the last felt that they were

just normal people although he thought that some of them

allowed religious prejudice against african americans to

affect their views 318

the LDS church as an organization has been a positive

force in the community according to two men 319311 another

noted that the LDS organization is the major shaper of

values and modes of conduct within the state 320 the final
pastor described the LDS church as an organization working

to train its people just as any other church he did note

that he has received welfare through the LDS church and that

lilly 8 9 young 9 10
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he has made friends with a few bishops as a result 321121

6 final comments

in concluding the interviews all four pastors chose

different themes one elaborated on the importance of every

church whatever its affiliation in bringing people to

christ to be saved 322122 another felt that his congregation

was experiencing a steady increase in its membership and

participation level and that things were improving 323

yet to another utah proves to be a difficult place to

maintain his congregations identity culture and

religiousracialreligious heritageracial he feels it a challenge to be

heard in his area 324 the last pastor stated that it has

been a great experience to be able to minister in utah and

that he feels that during his stay he has been able to do

some good in the community he ended by encouraging the

people of the state to appreciate diversity to see it and

to enjoy it as the spice of life 325
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laypeople

1 background information

of the eight baptist laypeoplelay interviewedpeople four were

women and four men one of the men is single and two are
widowed of the seven who are currently or have been

married all have children the majority of whom have left
the home and are on their own interviewees ranged in age

from 87 to 28 years old with the average being around 58

years old the interviewees homes are scattered around the

salt lake valley none having moved from that area while

living in utah only one was raised in utah the others
came from various states in the south three of them being

from texas the non native utahnsutahna have lived in the state
for 53 52 50 33 17 13 and seven years all eight have

affiliated with the baptist church for their entire lives
and are very involved at their local congregation 326

robb benns interviewed at his home in rose park by
jesse S bushman on 1 july 1995 transcript in possession
of the author 1 2 nellie cox interviewed at her home in
sandy by jesse S bushman on 10 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 wiley hall interviewed at his
home in west valley city by jesse S bushman on 29 june
1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 gladys
heslephslephHe interviewed at calvary baptist church in salt lake
city by jesse S bushman on 16 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 janie lewis interviewed at
her home in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 17 june
1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 9 edward
miller interviewed at his home in salt lake city by jesse
S bushman on 27 june 1995 transcript in possession of
the author 1 sylvia morris interviewed at her home in
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2 social and political impressions

when speaking of the culture of utah five respondents

spoke either completely or at least in part in terms of

the african american experience rather than specifically
about the experience of their religious group they

mentioned that utah seems to be well integrated now

although some of the older ones adding that when they first
arrived in the forties and fifties many services were

segregated or exclusionary 327

other people commented that utah seems rather laid
back very friendly respectful of others safe and a

particularly good place to raise a family 328 on the more

critical side some felt that a little subtle racism exists
and that a few people accepted certain stereotypes about

them before getting to know them as a person two mentioned

that wages seemed somewhat low and another noted the LDS

predominance while qualifying that observation by saying

that it did not seem to affect her much 329

south jordan by jesse S bushman on 14 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author 1 theodore twigg
interviewed at his home in salt lake city by jesse S
bushman on 28 june 1995 transcript in possession of the
author 1 2

benns 2 3 cox 2 3 hall 2 3 heslephHe 2sleph
miller 4

cox 2 3 hall 2 3 lewis 10 11 morris 2

329heslephheslephHe 2sleph lewis 10 11 morris 2 twigg 4
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all eight baptist laypeoplelay characterizedpeople social
interactions in utah as being good most expressed feelings
of comfort and satisfaction with their relationships with

those around them 330 one called it 90 percent good 331

the employers of one man always were very respectful of his
church involvement and were more than willing to let him

take time off to participate in occasional church activities
and duties 332 two people said that the scattered nature

of their congregation made it difficult to get together

socially except when the church met for various

functions 333 one man felt that young people may complain

because of not being accepted or wanted in certain circles
but that he did not see the reasons for such complaints 334

non utahnautahns in the view of the one native utahn may have a

more difficult time because they lack an understanding of

the culture 335 utahnsutahna also appear to be somewhat

backstabbing to one woman she said that she had seen

people in her work setting who acted friendly in front of

certain persons and then were rather vicious towards them

benns 3 4 cox 3 hall 3 heslephHe 2sleph lewis
12 13 miller 4 5 morris 2 3 twigg 4

miller 4 5

twigg 4
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benns 3 4

morris 2 3
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after having left their presence 336116136 overall however

evaluations of utahs social environment were very positive
three baptist interviewees felt that utah politics

differ little from those around the nation they saw some

good things and some bad things but did not see the

political scene in utah as somehow unique 337 one younger

man said that sometimes there does not seem to be a clear
separation of church and state he feels this to be a

result of people unconsciously allowing their religious

beliefs to influence how they vote or in the case of

legislators what laws they enact 338 another woman felt
that politicians here use all of the various churches as

campaign stops to get votes 339 past action to support the

martin luther king holiday as well as the changing of the

name of sixth south garnered the attention of one woman

she said that during the hearing over this issue she heard

some rather bitter remarks from members of the public to

her this indicates that racism still exists to a certain
extent within the political system 340 another woman

described utah politics simply as slanted she felt
that if the LDS position went along with the stance of a

lewis 4 12 13

benns 4 heslephHe 3sleph twigg 4 5
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lewis 13 15
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candidate then he or she would definitely win she did not

know how the LDS might back a candidate but supposed it to

be through word of mouth religious affiliation it seems

to her sometimes outweighs in importance the content of a

political platform 341

when asked about utahs religious atmosphere three
people immediately stated that religion plays a larger role

in utah than in other areas of the country one man said of

utahnsutahna and their religion its the roots of their life
here 342 he also felt that because of the emphasis placed

on religion as well as the general moral consciousness

people might actually live out more of what they learn in

church 343 A woman who teaches in the public schools noted

that through their behavior she can tell which children
come from religiously active homes although she did not say

whether good or bad behavior marked those students she

mentioned that these same students have asked her if she

attends the LDS church 344314

two respondents felt like utahs religious orientation

limited what can be done here particularly in terms of

youth activities one added that he was not entirely sure

whether religion was responsible for the limited

morris341morris 3 4

benns 4

ibid 4 5

cox 4
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3lewisalewis

entertainment possibilities or whether other factors played

a part as well 345 two of the older residents felt the

religious climate to be quite good saying that they saw more

people in church 346311341 in addition one felt that relations
between the all churches in utah have improved markedly over

the fifty plus years that he has been in the state 347 one

woman mentioned that she liked certain LDS programs

particularly the practice of setting aside one night a week

for a family activity and that she had instituted this in

her own home she added however that she saw a certain
amount of hypocrisy 348

3 children teenagers and adults

half of the baptist interviewees felt that religion

makes no difference in how children of their congregation

are treated in the larger community they also felt that
generally the baptist experience for children is the same

as any other area in the nation 349 three people talked

about the value of religion in childrens lives and how it

benns 6 hall 4

twigg 5
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lewis 16 17
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helps them to be good human beings 350 one of these three
added that religious instruction and opportunity for
children in utah seemed to be more developed 351 one

mother mentioned that some children are excluded by LDS

children while some are not she did not think her own

daughter had had any problems 352 another mother added

that some of her childrens friends were LDS and that they

got along quite well 353313

when asked about the experience of baptist teens two

people felt it to be the same as that in other states and a

third added that he did not believe their being baptist
affected how they were treated in the larger community 354

As far as differences in the baptist teen experience one

man said that they were more mature and more developed

religiously as a result of the limitations on other

activities in the state 355 this corresponded with another

womans opinion that the small size of the congregation made

the baptist teens stick together and support each other in a

greater way here 356 several people spoke to this question
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in terms of race stating that baptist teenagers wanted to

leave utah because of the limited opportunities to date

other african americans 3573173 interviewees17 blamed the lack

of a large african american community for a limited sense

in their teens of the importance of baptistafricanBaptist

american

African

culture and heritage 358 if baptist teens do

experience discriminatory behavior it seems to be based on

race rather than religion 359319 one woman related how her

daughter went through a stage during which she refused to

interact with caucasians and restricted her interactions to

a certain clique of african americans she further stated
that this group often acted to exclude others by saying

things such as this is a black thing and you wouldnt

understand 360

most interviewees felt that baptist adults are not

affected that greatly by their living in utah three felt
that no difference existed at all the others answered with

some qualifications 361 baptist adults in utah must learn

to live with the LDS penchant to speak about religion in any

situation though and this can be difficult for some to

lewis 19 20
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adjada us tadjust to 362 one woman who acts as an itinerant counselor
for her congregation felt that the amount of transiency and

the diffuse nature of the congregation sometimes prevented

close relationships from building between baptist
adults 363 some have had to develop their own little
program and stay in that to take care of themselves

others may decided to convert to the LDS church 364

five respondents said flat out that their being baptist
has not affected the way that their friends neighbors

coworkers and others in the community react to them the

other three all stated that their religious affiliation and

lifestyle won them more recognition and respect in their
circles more than one described being approached for help

in religious matters

all adults also quite clearly saw their experience as

typical of the other baptist adults they knew 365361

4 impressions of the LDS

more than half of the baptist interviewees would not

characterize LDS people as a group instead they described
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them as just like any other denomination or a whole

variety these people felt that they could not really tell
a difference between who belonged to which church unless
they were actually told 366 the other three all related
positive impressions and in fact some of the first five

added later that they had positive relationships with the
LDS people they knew 367 notably no even slightly
negative comments were made in response to this question

most baptist interviewees talked about the LDS

organization as a powerful influence on life in utah they

referred to its size in terms of numbers the political
clout such a majority implies as well as the history behind

utahs founding and the reasons for the LDS dominance of

this particular area 368361 some of these same people also

admired the LDS organization for such things as its youth

program the welfare system and the family emphasis of

mormon life one man felt that just like other churches

the LDS church might sometimes emphasize too much its
business and monetary concerns 369 two spoke of barriers
existing because of religion one in terms of politics the

other in a more general way describing some who feel that
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nothing can really happen in utah without LDS

approbation 370170 surprisingly only one person mentioned

the former LDS ban on giving priesthood positions to african
americans 371 one man went so far as to say that he did
not see how the LDS church affected life in utah at all any

more than any other church might 372

5 final comments

in closing some people simply expressed their liking
for the baptist faith listing the things that their
membership has done to help them one man particularly
liked community activism 373 three people mentioned that
their community seems to be growing steadily and that it has

been able to do more as the years go by 374 one woman feltfeit

cox 6 7 lewis 22 23

benns 11 12 up until 1978 african american men
were not ordained to or allowed to serve in the LDS
churchs all male priesthood no official reason for this
was ever given as it had been customary from the era of
brigham young although a number of theories to explain
this position had developed the church leadership
however did not feel that it could change this custom
without divine sanction on june 8 1978 president spencer
W kimball announced that a revelation had been received
extending the priesthood to all worthy males regardless of
race see james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of
the latter day saints 2dad ed revised and enlarged salt
lake city deseret book co 1992 61114 633 37
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that her calling in life was to teach utah children and use

her background as a southern raised african american to

teach about the experience of her race 375 the native
utahn reiterated that she felt the utah baptist experience

to be the same as any place else and that it had helped her

in her life 376 according to one woman mormons sometimes

tend to overlook or ignore the baptist population however

another man said that he remember several times when the

pastor of his congregation had announced very sizeable

donations by LDS people to help them build and pay for their
current church building 377 in closing the youngest

respondent said that the baptist experience in utah is much

more focused and hence more developed 378

conclusion

several major trends came out of the interviews with

african american baptists they tend first of all to

couch their descriptions of life in utah in terms of racial
issues or relations even when questions are phrased in

terms of religion this seems to indicate that they equate

their church community to the african american community as
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a whole this also may be a result of the long history of

racial conflict in america making racial relations much

more paramount than inter religious relations in the minds

of african americans

baptists were as a whole much more positive about

their characterizations of the various aspects of their
experience surprisingly only one pastor and one layperson

brought up the issue of the ban on accepting blacks into the
mormon priesthood an issue which one might think would have

a more lasting impression

baptists also did not seem to think their religious

affiliation affected the life experience for their children
and teenagers as much as the roman catholics or

presbyteriansPresbyte theirrians concerns seem to center around being

heard in the community and having their views be known

they also worry about the diffuse nature of their
congregations and the small number of other african
americans not necessarily baptists with whom they can

interact possible reasons for these rather important

differences will be discussed in the final chapter
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chapter 5

the jews and the buddhists

after reviewing the experiences of the members of three
mainline christian churches in utah we turn our attention
to that of two groups from other traditions several
religious groups aside from the christians have formed

communities in utah including the jews the buddhists jodo

shinshushinsho and thai the muslims the hare krishna hindus and

the church of scientologyScient ofology these groups the jews and the

buddhists have both the longest histories and largest number

of adherents several interviews were conducted with

members of these two groups to provide perspective from

outside the christian tradition this chapter briefly
describes the history of each group in utah and reports on

the interviews conducted with members of each community

the jews

the first jewish people to settle in utah came as

merchants traders and freighters in the late 1850s and

early 1860s in the mid 1860s brigham young donated land on

the bench area of the city for use as a jewish cemetery and

in 1865 he allowed the jewish population to use the

seventies hall a mormon facility to celebrate rosh
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hashanafashana 379 by 1867 they were gathering regularly to

observe high holidays and to participate in the jewish

benevolent society the coming of the railroad in 1869

facilitated migration to utah and by 1874 some ninety one

jewish businesses had taken root in salt lake city 380

in 1881 the salt lake jewish community formed the bynal

israel congregation and soon thereafter constructed a

synagogue and hebrew school the congregation soon split
into reform and conservative factions with the conservative

faction eventually moving out and building a synagogue of

their own quite near that of the bynal israel congregation

the jewish community remained sharply divided for nearly
ninety years 381

mormon identification with the jewish people due to

distinctive theological beliefs about judaism as well as a

feeling of kinship in persecution helped relations between

the two groups to remain fairly positive over the years

jewish businessmen occasionalyoccasionaryoccasion enjoyedaly privileges that other

gentiles did not such as the ability to redeem LDS church

tithing scrip money issued by the LDS church and backed by

kate B carter the jews in early utah in
treasures of pioneer history 1 1952 331

robert A goldberg the jewish community in utah
an unpublished paper written in salt lake city for a local
newsletter copy in possession of dr james B alienallen
professor of history at brigham young university 2

goldberg3goldberg 381 the jewish community in utah 2 3
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38133113carter the jews in early utah

its tithes at face value other non LDS businessmen who

accepted scrip had to redeem it at less than face value 382

additionally when the mormons formed ZCMI essentially a

conglomeration of all mormon owned businesses to compete

with the non mormon merchants only two non mormon firms
were bought out both of them jewish owned other non LDS

firms were damaged by the competition with ZCMI some of

them being forced to close 383

jews have been active in politics in utah finding that
field more open to them in this state than in many others

in 1874 louis cohn was elected to the city council of salt
lake in 1882 samuel kahn held a similar position harry
joseph served as a state representative from 1902 until 1910

and louis marcus became the first jewish mayor of salt lake
in 1932 384

perhaps the most famous jewish politician in utahs
history was simon bamberger A german born jew bamberger

had been an active businessman in salt lake city for a

number of year before his election to the governorship in

1916 bamberger was a solid friend of the mormonscormonsMor whenmons

in 1887 the federal government made moves to disenfranchise

the mormon people and to confiscate LDS church properties
bambergers firm had been the first to send a letter to

carter the jews in early utah 347

354

goldberg the jewish community in utah 4
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washington protesting this action 385111538153915 in fact it was BH

roberts a mormon leader and one of the foremost mormon

intellectuals of the time who nominated bamberger at the

state democratic convention 386

in 1911 benjamin brown an advocate of the creation of
jewish agricultural communities purchased 6000 acres in
clarion utah to use as the basis for establishing a jewish

colony he attracted jews from the east to come to clarion
and begin setting up farms in five years they cleared
2600 acres of land for planting dug irrigation ditches
and built homes for fifty two families although over two

hundred people eventually came to try to make it work the

clarion community disbanded in 1916 as a result of weather

problems and resulting poor harvests shortage of funds and

internal dissentiondissectiondis 387sention
during the 1920s utah jews became active in a number

of social organizations including the covenant house a

carter the jews in early utah 361 fred simon
another salt lake city jew and member of the liberal party
which was essentially the non mormon party also protested
congressional efforts to disenfranchise mormonscormonsMor inmons fact
his vigorous protest caused a split in the liberal party in
utah over this issue he maintained that it was strictly
unconstitutional and denounced the effort see carter the
jews in early utah 357

douglas F tobler the jews the mormonscormonsMor andmons the
holocaust in journal of mormon history 18 spring 1992
65

robert goldberg building zion A conceptual
framework in utah historical quarterly 57 spring 1989
165 79
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community center for jews of different ages and beliefs the

arbiter ring or workmens circle associated with the
jewish socialist movement and a jewish fraternity and

sorority at the university of utah additionally
congregation brith sholem in ogden officially organized

in 1921 388

post world war II11 days saw a great deal of activity in
terms of helping refugee jews both those coming into the

united states and those in europe as well as assisting
those in the newly created nation of israel when the

united jewish appeal asked the two congregations to raise
15000000150000.00 they set up a committee to do so and actively

worked to meet that goal 389 the money they eventually

raised was used for education rehabilitation and the

medical needs of their fellow jews 390 these efforts also
helped heal the rift between the two congregations

the conservative and reform groups remained separated

until they jointly opened a jewish community center in salt
lake in 1959 later in 1969 the two congregations joined

educational facilities to improve the quality of their
childrens instruction finally in 1972 they merged and

formed congregation kol ami all my people housed in a new

goldberg388goldberg the jewish community in utah 6

juanita brooks history of the jews in utah and idaho
salt lake city western epics 1973 217 18

goldberg390goldberg the jewish community in utah 8
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synagogue the ogden jewish community with its own

synagogue also continues to this day it is estimated at
the time of this writing that close to 5000 jews reside in
utah 391

the national council of christians and jews

established a salt lake branch in 1954 with the goal of

helping utahs religious denominations to better understand

each other to help the community and to open up lanes for
cooperation between the churches on various issues jews

have also made a significant contribution to the arts in

utah maurice abravanel took the utah symphony from

relative obscurity in 1947 to national recognition and

joseph silverstein acts as the groups current conductor

the faculties of the states various colleges and

universities now include some sixty jews 392 several local
jews principally ben M roe helped create at the

university of utah the finest collection of hebraic and

judaic literature between the west coast and the mississippi

river 393

perhaps one of the greatest challenges for the jewish

community is to maintain its identity as a group which can

39goldberggoldberg the jewish community in utah 9

church tour committee of the utah heritage
foundation comps and eds
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sometimes be difficult in mormon utah 394194 jewish life
revolves around a community with many of the key rituals
and activities requiring the participation of several
people this need accounts in part for the concentration
of utahs jewish population in the ogden and salt lake city
areas despite their challenges utahs jewish community

has continued to flourish for some 140 years and in the
process has enriched the lives of those around them

interview results

rabbi frederick L wenger

1 background information

rabbi wenger was born in davenport iowa and grew up

in rock island illinois married for some years he has

two children ages seventeen and nineteen he has been in

utah for eight years during which time he has served as the

rabbi of congregation kol ami in salt lake city up until
1993 no other rabbi lived in utah so rabbi wenger traveled
up and down the state providing services to the jews outside

steve siporin A jew among mormonscormonsMormons dialogue A
journal of mormon thought 24 no 4 1991 119

133
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the salt lake area 395

2 social and interdenominational ministry

with the jewish federation of utah the congregation

operates a comprehensive program of social welfare under a

semi independent agency called jewish family services this
agency does refugee resettlement counseling and assists
those who need food and other basic necessities also in
cooperation with a catholic organization jewish family

services runs a small adoption agency the jewish community

center in salt lake city also provides social activities for
various age groups including a pre school a day care an

athletic program and a day camp 396

rabbi wenger feels that the community as a whole has

embraced these efforts half of the clients of the jewish

community center are non jews and they interact well with

the jewish people 397

rabbi wenger does attend meetings of the salt lake

ministerial association as well as an association of

religious leaders that meets under the hosting of the LDS

church he also works with the national conference of

frederick L wenger interviewed at kol ami
synagogue in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 7

april 1995 transcript in possession of the author 1

wenger 2

ibid 3
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christians and jews in an annual thanksgiving service as

well as camps and outreach programs in some schools he has

also served on the boards of various community agencies in
these activities rabbi wenger sees a tremendous feeling of

closeness among the various religious institutions
although he notes that there does not seem to be much day-

to day interaction 398

the LDS church has participated in the thanksgiving

service with the jewish community and also a series of

noon time devotionalsdevotion rabbi wenger has also preached in

the LDS tabernacle on temple square he feels that this
interaction has been very welcome and he has been received
by the LDS with open arms 399

3 social and political impressions

wenger characterizes utah politics as conservative and

nativist meaning that it occupies itself with local needs

and traditions but that the utah brand of nativism goes on

at a more educated level than similar veins of politics
around the country he also sees politics as extremely

locally based and fiscally very very conservative 400

clergy who come to utah seem very busy wenger sees

ibid
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the religious communities of utah as much more active than

in other areas where he has ministered and lived he feels
that clergy have a higher level of respect in utah than in
other areas of the country particularly himself because

as up until not too long ago he was the only rabbi in
utah and hence seemed to represent all of jewry to the

utahnsutahna who spoke with him this position seems to win a lot
of respect for him in the state and he suspects that it
would be the same for such people as the catholic bishop

this respect he feels pushes clergy to rise to that
expectation 401

utah culture seems to be changing in wengers opinion

although he did not say how he feels that utahnsutahna value

religion of whatever denomination because of the states
society having been built on religious principles he feels
that utahnsutahna value hard work and tradition but do not like
innovation or original thinking the culture tends to

nurture families but not single people also he feels
that outgoing ambitious people tend to do much better in

utah than those who are not assertive women in his view

may have to fight especially hard to gain professional

respect in utah 402

socially utah seems to have certain areas which are

very lively which if you fit into help a great deal and

ibid 8

ibid 4 5
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provide a lot of support however certain people who do

not fit into such a social circle may feel isolated these
areas of socialization are in wengers view mostly

religiously oriented 403401

wenger feels that the religious nature of the state
allows certain people who fit into the religious milieu to

do well while others he mentions artists may not fit in

because of different values or a penchant to be outside the

norms of utah society utahs religious climate also tends

to nourish such values as family and hard work while

limiting certain liberal tendencies 404

4 children teenagers and adults

wenger feels that being jewish in utah does affect the

lives of the children in his congregation these children

seem to stay more actively involved in their religious
community all the way through high school whereas in other

areas they may drop out before then parents seem to take

extra effort to get their children involved in the life of

the synagogue 405

teenagers on the other hand begin to experience a

certain amount of dissatisfaction with utah because of the
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small numbers of other jews whom they can date they are
taught in religious settings and by parents that marriage

within their group is a desirable thing and hence

intragroup dating receives a great deal of support when

they reach their high school graduation many of these
jewish youths want to leave to find a larger and different
population of jews with whom they can interact and find
romantic involvement 406

wenger feels that jewish adults have very high

expectations placed on them because of traditional ideas

about jews he also does not see any particular barriers
to them professionally and says that utah is the least anti
semitic state in the nation because of the perceived bond on

the part of mormons between the two groups however

mormons seem to be very naive or innocent about what

being a jew is all about jewish adults according to the

rabbi suffer from a gods chosen people 11 syndrome where

people expect them to be something other than they are

some seem to feel badly because they are loved too much

meaning that they feel that excessively high expectations

placed on them 407

ibid 9 11

ibid 9 11
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5 impressions of the LDS

rabbi wenger calls LDS people nice but he makes a

distinction between being nice and being good the former

represents external actions while the latter includes

internal conviction he sees a desire to avoid

confrontation and conflict in the LDS people he knows he

feels however that in terms of goodness the mormons he

knows personally are a bit above the national average some

also are afflicted by cultural narrowness that makes it
difficult for them to see outside their own values 408411418401

wenger characterizes the LDS organization as

tremendously effective and powerful and wise the number

and financial resources it controls make it a power in the

state he also feels that the LDS church has a sense of its
mission and the direction and philosophy it wants to follow

however they seem to him to trust their own and as a

result sometimes do not go outside their community to find

resources the pattern of church organization also seems

in his view to spill over into state organizations 409

ibid 13

ibid 11 12
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6 final comments

wenger feels the jewish experience in utah to be

improving that it is becoming bigger richer and more

demanding of its people 410

laypeopleLay

1

people

background information

the four jewish laypeoplelay interviewedpeople included two men

and two women of the four two come from new york city
one from chicago and the last from san francisco all are

married and three have children the fourth is expecting

twins they range in age from a low of 35 to a high of 56

all are jewish in background and with the exception of one

are very involved in the synagogue the fourth works at the

jewish community center and occasionally attends services at
the synagogue all of them have lived in the salt lake area

for the entire time they have been in utah and they have

been here for 18 13 2 12 and one year 411

ibid 14

anne asman interviewed at her home in salt lake
city by jesse S bushman on 13 april 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 2 eve beir interviewed at the
jewish community center in salt lake city by jesse S
bushman on 18 may 1995 transcript in possession of the
author 1 adam hart interviewed at the jewish community
center in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 18 may
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2 social and political impressions

utah seems very conservative to three of the jewish

laypeoplelay theypeople used phrases such as focused and

narrow 11 to describe the state as well one explained this
characterization through a reference to the drinking laws in
the state saying he felt that religion overlapped into the

area of law 412 two mentioned experiencing a great deal of

curiosity about judaism on the part of their neighbors one

adding that many seemed rather naive about the subject 413411

the last woman said that utah seems segregated along

religious lines and she singled out the schools with their
adjacent LDS seminary buildings as the main culpritculpri 414

in terms of the social atmosphere two jews felt it to

be extremely normal 11 not differing markedly from any other

area they had lived they said that they felt well accepted

by their neighbors and acquaintances as well as in the

larger community 415 the other two interviewees both

characterized utahs social environment as very mormon or

1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 2 dan
winecurwinecourWine interviewedcur at the kol ami synagogue in salt lake
city by jesse S bushman on 23 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1

beir 2 hart 2 winecurwinecourWine 1cur 2

beir 2 winecurwinecourWine 1cur 2

adams 2

adams 1 2 winecurwinecourWine 2cur
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centered around what happens within the local LDS wards

the automatic assumption on the part of some mormons that
everyone in utah with whom they interact belongs to their
church also operates to exclude people because when under

this impression these LDS people do not work that hard to

provide social opportunities for others one mother spoke

of the difficulty of even finding a scout troop that had

some other sponsor than the LDS church 416

although no jewish interviewee maintained that utah

politics are run by the LDS church they did feel that
because of the ldsrepublican majority many times their
voices could not be heard as they were all democratic in

leaning 417 one woman saw a contradiction in the anti
government mood expressed by some utahnsutahna and their
concurrent willingness to allow church positions to in her

estimation unduly influence their political lives 4184111 in

years past holidays which fall on sunday such as the

fourth of july and halloween have been shifted in utah to

the preceding saturday this action seemed incorrect to one

of the interviewees he wondered why christmas had not also

been affected this way 419

all four jews spoke of religion as a topic of more

beir 2 hart 2 3

adams 2 3 beir 2 3 hart 3 4 winecurwinecourWine 2cur

beir 2 3

hart 3 4
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importance in utah than elsewhere 420 three agreed that
jews here have to work harder to maintain a jewish identity
and two explained that some people feel the need to do it as

a sort of defense mechanism to keep from being swallowed up

in the majority population 421 religious diversity seemed

rather lacking to one respondent and she mentioned that the

church groups in utah seem to stick together more closely

than in illinois where she is from 422 finally one man

enjoyed the fact that religion in utah has enough respect

that he can talk about god without people cringing and

thinking he is a nut 423

3 children teenagers and adults

jewish children according to all interviewees may

face challenges in utah society although the four people

interviewed differed in how they described those challenges

jewish parents in utah must be more dedicated in terms of

the religious upbringing of their children because much of

the activity of utah children centers around either the LDS

church or some other congregation furthermore the jewish

community because of its size lacks a certain amount of

adams 4 5 beir 3 hart 4 5 winecurwinecourWine 3cur

adams 4 5 beir 3 hart 4 5

adams 4 5

winecurwinecourWine 3cur
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traditional infrastructure that could help the children 424

the son of one woman realized in second or third grade that
he was a minority and his mother wonders what this will do

to his self esteem as he grows up she feels that on

occasion it may be the reason for his being overlooked or

ignored that because he is one of very few if not the only

jew in his school class his tradition and his values may

not be acknowledged 425 two people felt that jewish

children may experience some discrimination because of being

positioned outside groups of LDS children who already have a

tie through their locally based church group but one added

that some jewish children do fine and that utah could be

just like any other place 426

three jews mentioned a strong need for jewish teens to

find their own peer group to socialize with notably the

focus on teens did not rest so much on their being excluded

as their need to interact with other jews dating for teens

seemed a problem to these jews only insofar as there are so

few jews in utah to date 427 the last interviewee added

that sometimes they like the children may feel invisible

because the needs of the majority group receive more

attention than theirs he added that his own children

asman 6 7

beir 3 4

hart 5 6 winecurwinecourWine 3cur 4
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experienced this same thing in south bend indiana where he

taught at notre dame 428

all jewish interviewees felt life in utah for jewish

adults to be fairly typical of that in other areas of the

country with one adding that it takes a bit longer to

establish a peer group or a social network although once

that is accomplished life seems pretty much the same 429

three of the interviewees specifically mentioned a lack of

anti semitism with two adding that utahnsutahna express a lot of

curiosity about judaism and interest in learning what it
means to be jewish 430431 two added that the small population

of jews works to make jewish adults more proactive in their
community 431

when discussing the reactions of their neighbors and

associates jewish interviewees described generally positive

interactions three felt an increased amount of respect and

interest from their LDS associates two attributing that to

some unique mormon theological ideas about jews 432 one

man said that his neighbors seemed rather relieved

that he was not LDS as if that meant they had some kind of

8winecurwinecurwinecourWine 4cur

beir 4

oadamsadamsdamsbadams 10 hart 7 winecurwinecourWine 4cur 5

adams 10 winecurwinecourWine 4cur 5

adams 9 hart 8 winecurwinecourWine 5cur
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bond 433

the three jews with the most time in utah all felt
their experience in utah to be very typical of the other
jewish adults they knew although one added that she does

more public relations for the jewish community because of

her position in the jewish community center 434 the

fourth who works as the administrator of the synagogue

said that he did not think his experience to be typical

because of his being surrounded by jews all of the time and

also because his interaction with the public came more in

termsterras of an official representative of jewry 435

4 impressions of the LDS

two jews saw the LDS people they knew as basically

similar to any other group although one added that he

thinks christians in general overlook the fact that their
religion has roots in judaism and that jesus was a jew as

wellweil 436416 another woman was not asked directly about the

LDS people she knew but had volunteered positive

impressions earlier in the interview 437 the last man

hart 8

adams 10 beir 5 hart 8

winecurwinecourWine 5cur
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called LDS people intense hard working very principled
disciplined and committed he also saw them as a rather
serious bunch 438

all four interviewees saw the LDS church organization

as very influential in the state some added that the felt
it overly influential 439 having visited israel one woman

felt the LDS influence to be comparable to that of the jews

the christians and the muslims in each of their areas in
jerusalem 440 another added that the discrimination and

persecution the LDS have suffered throughout their history

does not seem to have made them as sensitive as she would

like 441 one sees the local wards as very similar to

congregations of other denominations but does not

understand the hierarchy of the church very well

characterizing it as a big mystery 442

5 final comments

the two women both characterized utahs jewish

community as more tightly knit stronger and more active

they attributed this to the small size of their group one

winecur8winecurlwinecourWine 5cur

adamsgadams 9 10 beir 6 hart 9 winecurwinecourWine 5cur 6

adams 9 10
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mentioned that the salt lake congregation has produced two

international jewish youth leaders as a result of the
quality of their experience here 443 one man simply said
that people get from their religious experience what they

put into it and that if people have problems they need to

face them and resolve them 444 the last said that jews

being always surrounded by other groups have a fairair amount

of knowledge about their neighbors and as a result may not

be as interested in discussing the beliefs of other groups

even if these people want to learn more about judaism 445411441

conclusion

jewish concerns with utah center around the size of

their community they fear being overlooked because of

their small numbers and they worry about their children
being able to associate with and eventually marry other
jews although they felt much of utahs social life to be

tied up in LDS church activities most of them expressed the

feeling that they would be welcome if they chose to attend
LDS functions because all of those interviewed are

democrats thevtheychev felt rather uncomfortable in utahs mostly

republican political climate and many felt the LDS church

asman 11 12 beir 6 7

hart 9 10

winecurwinecourWine 6cur 7
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to have an undue influence in politics
jews differed the most from other groups interviewed in

their personal interactions with people around them they

consistently expressed the idea that they are not

discriminated against that they are in fact more highly

regarded in utah than in other areas and that utahnsutahna

frequently express a great deal of positive curiosity about

their being jewish many of them attributed this directly
to mormon theological ideas about judaism

the buddhists446buddhists

in the late 1800s and early 1900s a number of japanese
men emigrated to utah in search of employment most of them

ended up working in agriculture or railroad construction
crews and some worked in the mines for a long time the

japanese population consisted almost entirely of men with

few women and even fewer families the 1930 census lists
3269 japanese in utah between the thirties and forties
however the population declined due to discrimination
against non whites in the job market after world war II11

the information on the buddhists comes mainly from
buddhist churches of america chicago nobart inc
1974 sv salt lake buddhist church salt lake city
utah by masami hayashi george tohinaka and mrs ritsuko
hyashihayashi currently an updated version of the article is
being prepared for buddhist churches of america by yukie
okubo however Ms okubo does not anticipate being done
with her update until late in 1995 some time after this
writing
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however the japanese population in utah has grown As of
1980 some 5500 persons of japanese descent made their home

in utah 447

soon after their arrival in utah the japanese felt the

need to organize themselves religiously they sent a

request for a priest to the headquarters of the jodo shinshushinsho

sect in kyoto japan with the priests arrival
congregations took root sometime in 1912 the

intermountain buddhist church was formed in ogden and soon a

branch church in salt lake city as well however after a

short while rev K kuwahara moved to salt lake and the
ogden church became a branch of the salt lake temple

eventually the two congregations became independent of each

other in the mid forties and both still exist today

the salt lake temple built in the mid twenties was

paid off in the early thirties the ogden congregation

bought its first facility in 1937 and then built one to its
own specifications in 1964

the outbreak of the war with japan caused a great deal

of change in the utah buddhist community persons of

japanese descent were ordered to leave the west cost and

some 5000 of them did so voluntarily fifteen hundred of

those five thousand eventually settled permanently in utah

cardell jacobson ethnic groups in utah in utah in
demographicdemocrraphicdemoqraphic perspective ed thomas K martin tim B

heaton stephen J bahr salt lake city signature books
1986 167
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some 8000 japanese did not have the luxury of moving at
their own discretion and were forcibly relocated to a camp

in topaz utah 448443 As a result during the war years the
headquarters of the buddhist mission of north american was

located in topaz to help the detaineesdetain afterees the war most

left utah for other states but the 1950 census reports an

increase of 1183 in utahs japanese population 449

in early 1962 a new temple was dedicated in salt lake
city in response to the need to expand that had been felt
for some time by temple patrons for much of its existence

the temple has provided an environment where the japanese

americans could preserve their culture and their personal

ties also it served as a kind of bastion against the

influences that the issei or first generation japanese

feared would adversely influence their children however

as later generations have become more assimilated the

church has become more of a spiritual than a cultural
center 450

today the salt lake congregation includes some two

hundred plus families exact figures are unavailable the
temple has various organizations for the children youth

see helen Z papanikolas and alice kasai japanese
life in utah in the peoples of utah ed helen Z

papanikolas salt lake city utah state historical society
1976 333 362

papanikolas and kasai 359

rev jerry K hirano buddhist thoughts april may
1994 this is the newsletter of the salt lake city temple
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and women the buddhists have not involved themselves

heavily in the community at large although they do

participate in the japanese americans citizens league and

the senior citizens league 451 the buddhists sponsor an

annual obon festival or festival of souls which

commemorates deceased ancestors the festival has become

somewhat of an attraction for the larger community offering
japanese foods and dancing displays several thousand

people come every year

although the temple in salt lake city continues to be

the largest in terms of participation the ogden temple

still exists and supports a branch church in corinne which

was built in 1944 the ogden church at one time supported a

branch in honeyville but that congregation became

independent from ogden in 1971 in the past few years a

thai buddhist temple has been organized in layton a

vietnamese temple and a zen meditation center in salt lake

city

rev jerry K hirano interview by jesse S bushman
19 october 1994 tape in possession of author
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interview results

reverend jerry K hirano

1 background information

rev jerry K hirano of the salt lake buddhist temple

grew up in salt lake city and received his bachelors degree

at the university of utah he later studied buddhism at
UC berkeley and in kyoto japan rev hirano is in his
late thirties and was just married this year he has served

as a minister in san jose and has acted as salt lake citys
priest for just over a year 452

2 social and interdenominational ministry

the buddhist temple participates in the japanese

american citizens league and the senior citizens center

both of which are associated with the japanese american

population in the area during and immediately after world

war II11 the JACL worked to eliminate discrimination but has

become more socially oriented as is the senior citizens
center the temple continues to put on the annual obon

452 jerry K hirano interviewed at the salt lake city
buddhist temple by jesse S bushman on 19 october 1994 and
25 may 1995 transcripts in possession of the author see
19 october interview 1
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festival in salt lake other than these few activities the
temple does not involve itself in much social ministry the
obon festival attracts a lot of community attention and

participation and has been a positive thing for the temple

through the contact it establishes with the larger
communitycoicol 453munity

the temple has not participated in any

interdenominational work either with the LDS church or any

other group 454

3 social and political impressions

rev hirano has never led the congregation in any type

of political issue in fact he notes that the independent

nature of the buddhist lifestyle precludes buddhist clergy

from making blanket statements for all of their
congregantscongre 455gants when characterizing the political
atmosphere of utah hirano calls it very conservative he

also feels that because utah is so overwhelmingly

republican not so much political discussion has to take

place to resolve various issues he added that he does not

feel particularly uncomfortable with politics as they

hirano october 19 3 4

hirano may 25 1

hirano october 19 4
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are 456

buddhist clergy who come to utah may feel a little
isolation according to hirano because utahs japanese

community is small and lacks things such as a japanese

language newspaper or asian markets which carry japanese

foods As a result some buddhist clergy feel hesitant to

accept a call to utah because the lack of this
infrastructure makes the state look more challenging to

them 457

utahs culture seems a bit divided to hirano he says

that some of the LDS people feel that since they are the

majority group they can in some ways look down their
noses at others even as a third generation utahn hirano

says he is still looked at by some as an outsider of

sorts 458

hirano sees utah as very open socially he gets along

well with his neighbors having been welcomed into his area

when he moved in and feels that they accept him fairly
well in california he said that he knew almost none of

his neighbors and that people seemed much more closed and

private here however he thinks that people are much

friendlier however he qualifies this by saying that he

feels that there is a limit to how far people can go

hirano may 25 2 3
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socially if they are not LDS because so much of the social
life of utahs majority population is tied up in LDS

activities 459

utahnsutahna take religion more seriously according to

hirano and as a result the state has a stronger religious
orientation this manifests itself in things like
businesses being closed on sunday people avoiding

entertainment activities on that day and also their
willingness to discuss religious topics in what would be

considered only social occasions 460410

4 children teenagers and adults

hirano feels the experience of buddhist children in

utah to basically parallel that of their counterparts in

other areas of the country with the exception of cub

scouts which in utah are mostly sponsored by the LDS

church 461 teenagers however have problems with dating

not just because of religious affiliation but also because

of race he mentions that japanese christians are more

accepted by japanese buddhists in dating situations than

japanese mormons because the japanese mormons are considered

by the buddhists to be even more different than the japanese

hirano may 25 1 2

ibid f 3 4

ibid 5
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christians social activity for buddhist teens can also be

a challenge in hiranos eyes if their parents do not allow

them to participate in LDS youth activities as this would

cut them off from a lot of possible social situations as

well as the chance to learn about religion and decide for
themsrhemselves what they beai1ieve 4 62

for the buddhist adults the ability to choose their
own activities and personal contacts makes the utah

experience quite similar to that in other areas of the

country hirano says he is treated well by his own

neighbors and associates and suspects that this is the same

for other buddhists 463461

5 impressions of the LDS

hirano calls the LDS friendly but wonders if this does

not stem from the confidence they have from being the

majority group he wonders if some of this friendliness
might be somewhat patronizing he also mentions that his

neighbor who is catholic seems to think a greater bond

exists between hirano and himself because neither are

LDS 464

the LDS organization appears very well run to hirano

ibid 5 6
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he feels it to be one of the most organized institutions he

has seen also he has difficulty separating the LDS

organization from utah as a state as he feels that anything

the LDS church really did not want in utah could not take

root here it seems to him that the general attitudes of

the LDS population drive what happens politically and he

feels that it would be very difficult for him to be

successful in a political race in utah not so much because

of his being japanese but because of his being

buddhist 465

6 final comments

that the buddhist group has survived and been so strong

for around eighty years seems important to hirano even

though their temple is practically under the shadow of the

LDS church office building they have maintained a tight
community and it seems a tribute to their dedication 466166

ibid465 7 8

hirano october 19 8
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laypeople

1 background information

the four buddhist interviewees include three women and

one man all are japanese americans and have been life long

buddhists three have been life long utahnsutahna and the fourth
moved here forty six years ago three of the four are

married and two have children of the two with children
one has two daughters ages eleven and eight the children
of the other have all grown up and left the home all four

buddhist laypeoplelay arepeople deeply involved in the life of the

temple with regular attendance and work within the group

all four live in the salt lake area 467

2 social and political impressions

two buddhists called utahs culture not as diverse as

other areas and somewhat limited minorities seem to

stand out here because according to one the LDS people

lynn doi interviewed at her home in salt lake city
by jesse S bushman on 22 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author 1 brenda koga interviewed at
her home in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 17 may
1995 transcript in possession of the author 1 yukie
okubo interviewed at her home in bountiful by jesse S
bushman on 10 may 1995 transcript in possession of the
author 1 2 troy watanabe interviewed at the salt lake
buddhist temple by jesse S bushman on 20 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author 1 2
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are comfortable in the state and do not bother to leave so

that they come to an understanding of the diversity around

the country 468 utah seems shouldyshouldsshouldy to another woman

she says that people go around telling others what would be

good for them to do all in a nice way but such that it
enforces a sort of similarity in society 469161461 the fourth

interviewee called utah diverse saying that he had

friends from several different racial and religious
backgrounds and that they got along quite well he also

likes the slower pace of life here 470

responses on the social environment also differed two

women said that utah felt limited in terms of social
opportunities outside of the LDS church that people seemed

cliquish the latter elaborated saying that LDS people

hung together and that even within the LDS group a division
exists between active and inactive LDS people however the

first women felt that over her own lifetime things have

improved in terms of people being more accepting of other
groups in utah 471 two other interviewees said that they

felt the social environment to be fairly open to anyone

they both mentioned that the LDS church provides a great

deal of social activity but they did not feel that their

doi 2 koga 2

okubokubo 6 7

watanabe470watanabe 2 3

koga 2 3 okubo 7
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own social lives suffered because of that 472

although no buddhist called utah politics church run

all felt that the LDS point of view through its members

receives more attention in the state than any other 473

also two felt that LDS people let their religious ideas

unduly influence their political actions 474 the strict
laws that come out of such a religious background found

approval from two interviewees both of whom are starting
or have young families they felt the conservative nature

of the state to be a plus for people in their situation 475471

all four interviewees felt that religion plays a very

strong role in the life of utah 476 three of them added

that they felt that religious groups other than the LDS

benefited from this emphasis on religion some groups seem

to respond by imitating the LDS by creating various programs

to serve different members other individuals become more

active in their religion as a way to preserve their
identity 477 interviewees agreed that the religious

orientation of the community generally improves the quality

of life in utah

doi 2 3 watanabe 3 4

doi 3 koga 3 okubo 7 watanabe 4 5
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3 children teenagers and adults

buddhist children in utah have a difficult time

explaining their religion to others three interviewees
pointed out that their faith can challenge even adults when

trying to understand it and that children who constantly
receive questions about their religion are at a loss to

explain what they are as opposed to the majority group of
LDS 478 buddhist children are also very scattered around

the city so they do not have the community ties that
develop out of the locally based LDS congregations long

distance friendships require the work of parents to

maintain 479419 one woman however felt that utah children
do not really differ from buddhists in any other area and

that their experience here is if not entirely normal

rather positive 480

two women mentioned that buddhist teenagers did not

quite fit into the dating scene in utah this seemed to

one to be due to the fact that most date within their
racial group and there are not many japanese americans in

utah to choose from however she says that interracial
marriages are increasing the other woman who commented on

dating simply said that her kids did not fit in because she

doi 4 5 koga 4 watanabe 6 7
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48doidol

lifeilfe longiong

raised them with the idea that you dated to find someone to

marry and that as teenagers they were too young to do

that 481 some buddhist teenagers may feel ashamed of their
religious affiliation because it makes them stick out in

society and as a result one woman thinks some of them

convert to the LDS church in an effort to blend in 482 in

contrast to this the man who teaches the youth religious

class feels that the teens are coming to understand their
religion more deeply and that they are making the decision

to be lifelong buddhists he also mentioned that they

create their own social group within the church 483

when the japanese came to utah they worked to maintain

their culture within the church and to aid in this they

often held services in japanese this created a situation
where many of the first generation born in the united states

could not really understand the teaching going on in the

temple three interviewees mentioned that they themselves

were just beginning to really learn about the philosophy

behind buddhism and that they felt the rest of the adults in

the congregation were having to do the same 484 generally

however aside from a few social restrictions they felt
that the buddhist adult experience in utah approximated that
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486doidol

488418

in other areas two mentioned that their acquaintances have

expressed a great deal of curiosity about buddhism in a

positive way these same two felt that many people held

stereotypes about buddhists as a result of their
ignorance 485

all four buddhists felt that their religious

affiliation probably did not affect the way that others in

the community reacted to them however two qualifications
were added although one woman was not sure that
differences in treatment exist because of her religion she

feels that if they do it is not because of her being

buddhist so much as her being non LDS another person

simply added that he is not invited to a lot of socializing

but that this is all right since it centers around the LDS

church and he is not LDS 486 at this point a third person

said that the people around here express a lot of positive

curiosity about her religion when they find out where she

attends church 487411748174917 finally one woman felt that because of

limited exposure to others LDS people simply did not know

how to react to people who do not belong to their
church 488 three felt their own experience to be quite
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typical of other buddhist adults 489 the fourth stated
that she could not generalize and that everyones experience

in life differs in some way 490

4 impressions of the LDS

when asked to characterize the LDS people she knows

one woman quickly said that she felt like she was being

asked to stereotype them and that they seemed like normal

people but that she thought of them in a good light and as

being generally friendly she did characterize their
thinking as narrowly focused though and wondered if some

think that things must be LDS to be good 491 two other
women both expressed positive feelings about the LDS people

they knew saying they got along well with them one added

that sometimes the LDS people she knows seem to want to

ignore problems and do not know how to react to negative

feedback or upsetting situations 492 the final
interviewee commented on how easy it is to criticize the LDS

people when their human condition gets in the way of their
living up to high LDS standards he says that he has to

remind himself that LDS people are human beings just like
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493193

himself or anyone else 493

two buddhists characterized the LDS church as highly

organized and very structured they commented on the

political power it seems to have and the control it
exercises over the lives of its members one added that
this control can affect some people by pushing them to

rebel this rebellion however comes out in a big way

rather than just in bits and pieces 494 A woman with

several grown children said that her daughters did not seem

to receive as much respect in utah as their professional

status warranted and had to move elsewhere to gain that
she did however think that over her lifetime the LDS

church has allowed a little more individual thinking 495

the last interviewee expressed a great deal of respect for

the LDS organization saying that it had positively impacted

life in utah that he admired their mission program and

thought it well run in terms of business he did feel that

its presence in the state may give some a false sense of

security 496
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5 final comments

two buddhists felt that their experience in utah had

made them stronger in their religion one added that the
youth he has accompanied to california for buddhist

conferences seems to be more mature or more versed in their
religion than their counterparts from other areas 49741174917 of0

the

f

other two women one had no final comments and the

other assured me that she could only speak for herself and

that her comments did not necessarily apply to any other

buddhists 498

conclusion

like the jews and the african american baptists
buddhists often commented on the sparse nature of their
population and the impact it had in terms of being

overlooked in the larger society occasional problems in

dating and in forming friendships within their own group

to a certain extent they saw the LDS religion has having a

narrowing effect on the social and political life of utah

but they did not express disapproval in such strident terms

as either the roman catholics or presbyteriansPresbyte

if
rians

anything is unique about their comments it must be
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the feeling they expressed that many of the members of their
group are in the learning stages with respect to their
religion the language barrier over the years has prevented
a great deal of education from taking place jerry hirano
the current priest who grew up in salt lake city stated
that as a small child all of the services were conducted in
japanese but that as a teenager services slowly began to
move towards an english format 499 currently all services
are conducted in english now these adult buddhists

finally have an american born priest and are engaged in a

bit of catch up overall the buddhists expressed fairly
positive feelings about utah and none indicated that they

wished to leave or that they disliked living here

jerry K hirano phone conversation with jesse S
bushman on 4 augustAu 1995gList notes in possession of the
author
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chapter 6

so what does it all mean

the stated purpose of this thesis is to place the
experience of the non LDS peoples of utah into an

understandable framework since the beginning I1 have

hypothesized that this experience fits best into the

traditional descriptions of majorityminoritymajority relationshipsminority

as described in chapter one having reported on the

interviews comparisons and contrasts may now be drawn

between them and an attempt made to fit the whole into the
pro f feredcered framework

A few comments on the interviews themselves must be

inserted here to keep the study in perspective members of

the clergy may appear to be more critical of life in utah

than their congregantscongre ingants part this must be due to their
role as counselors in that capacity they hear the problems

of their communities and this makes them privy to a great

deal of pain anger and frustration however interviews

with members of the clergy generally revealed men who had

thought through these issues very carefully and who were not

disposed to extreme attitudes nevertheless their
responses must be understood in the light of their having

had to help calm a large number of storms
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no interview with either a member of the clergy or a

layperson became completely negative and yet it seemed to
me as an interviewer that people generally treated the

interview as a chance to critique utahs culture and

majority population for this reason they often pointed
out more challenges and problems than joys and successes
some however pointed out that they recognized this trend
and did not want to give an imbalanced impression in
addition a number of interviewees expressed uniformly

positive feelings and had very little to criticize also
not everyone understood the questions in the same way

hence answers took different lines sometimes making it
difficult to generalize about specific areas

during the interviews questions were not always

though usually asked in the same order in addition in a

few interviews one or two questions were entirely passed

over either because previous answers had covered the

material or in a few cases because I1 simply neglected to

ask them however as a great number of the questions

overlap and cover the same issues I1 do not feel that these

few shorter interviews have detracted from the completeness

of the whole picture

in reporting the interview results it became necessary

to be very selective as transcripts totalledtalledto more than fiveivelve
hundred single spaced pages I1 chose which aspects of the

various responses to report based on the general tenor of
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calicall

each interview the specific themes that each person seemed

to come back to and also the clarity of each response

some people spoke for as long as twenty minutes on a single
question others for only a few seconds this situation
makes the report on the interviews not only a production of

the interviewees but also a reflection of my own bias as to

what merits the most attention 500

similarities

major themes running throughout the interviews included

feelings of isolation caused by a narrow or focused

culture the existence of social cliques a feeling of

political impotence or under representation and a

heightened sense of religion at the same time many

praised the moral basis of the community and its family

orientation and said that they liked living here adults
almost uniformly characterized utah as more religiously
oriented than any other place they had lived

50oallCAII interviewees were invited to sign a release form
after having seen a transcript of their interview
transcripts which pertain to interviews where the subject
has given hisheraisher permission will be placed with the
accompanying cassette tape in the oral history center
associated with the charles redd center for western studies
in the harold B lee library at brigham young university
anyone interested in reading the transcripts in their
entirety may there gain access to those transcripts which
have been released
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adults consistently voiced a feeling of political
impotence in utah many rightly attributed this to the
predominant republican composition of the state but several
added that they felt that the alternate political voice
simply did not get enough attention or that it is not taken

seriously enough in utah frequently the implication in
the interviews was that the political make up of the state
owed its existeceexistenceexist toece the influence of the LDS church 501

some children fall victim to a certain amount of

teasing as a result of their position outside the majority
group occasionally a few LDS parents even encourage such

separation teenagers find difficulty creating an active
social life as most of the LDS teens are involved in their
ward activities teens also have problems with dating

adults usually have worked out a niche for themselves

although some still feel as if they are overlooked or

isolated however exceptions exist where children teens

and adults have felt quite welcome in LDS circles

although50although these interviewees and some other observers
have felt that utah owes its conservative republican makeup
to the influence of the LDS church thomas G alexander has
shown that the emergence of this political milieu coincided
with a shift in utahs economy away from dependence on the
federal government and eastern capital to a more locally
owned business based economy the conservative nature of
the LDS church only complimented the natural growth in the
conservative business class in utah see thomas G

alexander the emergence of a republican majority in utah
1970 199219921 in politics in the postwar american west ed
richard lowitt norman OK university of oklahoma press
1995 260 76
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surprisingly despite their criticisms of utah and LDS

culture the great majority of the interviewees hold very

positive opinions of the LDS people that they know

personally some qualifications were added but generally
they respect and enjoy the company of their LDS

acquaintances this may be due to their being able to

choose who they associate with as well as to LDS culture
interviewees saw the LDS church as not only very organized

powerful and wealthy but also somewhat authoritarian and

patriarchal all of which could simply be called accurate
description finally most people felt their experience in

utah to have fortified their own faith and made them

stronger in who they are and what they believe

differences

the two groups most critical towards the LDS and utahs
mormon dominated society were the roman catholics and the

presbyteriansPresbyte interviewsrians with these two groups paralleled
each other to a great degree except for the fact that
catholics seem to see many more of their numbers convert to

the LDS religion than any other group the jews also seemed

fairly critical while at the same time having several

noticeable gaps in their critiques jewish

characterizations of life in utah usually included feelings

of general social acceptance jews also described a great
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deal of interest in their religion on the part of mormonscormonsMor

whereas

mons

the christian groups do not encounter such interest
the greater acceptance of jews within utah society most

likely owes its existence to a mormon perception of links
between jewish and mormon theology and experience 502

another difference in the jewish experience shows up in the
teenage years most jews teach endogamy and so jewish teens

are not so concerned about being rejected by a mormon when

asking for a date as other groups are they worry more

about finding another jew to date because of the small

jewish population jewish adults remained highly critical
of the politics of the state as well as the authoritarian
nature of the LDS church

the buddhists most of whom grew up in utah which may

be an important factor in forming their views seemed

neither too critical nor entirely ready to heap praise on

utah they emphasized the openness of their religion and

its contrast to the LDS being a racial minority did not

occupy many of their comments although a couple of them

did bring up the issue of race they did not really know if
it affected their lives a great deal they also did not

seem as dissatisfied with the social environment as the

catholics and presbyteriansPresbyte buddhistsrians like jews

encounter a great deal of curiosity about their faith when

see steven epperson mormons and jews early mormon
theologiesTheolo ofcries israel salt lake city signature books
1992
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buddhist responses are compared to those of the other four
groups they seem to be the most middle of the road in their
opinions and experiences

surprisingly the african american baptists expressed

the most positive ideas about utah they seemed to feel
more comfortable here than any other group they differed
though in that they described much of their experience in
terms of race rather than religion when they spoke of

discrimination or prejudice it was never couched in terms

of being a baptist but in terms of being african american

most stated that religion has very little to do with how

people in utah react to them

curiously only two mentioned the former LDS ban on

giving priesthood positions to african americans one of

whom did not elaborate on whether he felt that had impacted

how LDS people treated him or not this seems very strange

when we look at how long most of the baptist interviewees

have lived in the state quite long enough to be well aware

of the past position of the LDS church their failure to

bring this issue up may be a result of their activity in

their own congregation making LDS policy something that
really does not concern them or it may result from the fact
that current LDS policy allows for the ordination of any

race in a study on african american mormonscormonsMor jessiemons L

embry points out that even many of these people who had

joined the LDS church after the policy change were unaware
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that priesthood had ever been denied the african american

members 503 general ignorance on the part of the american

public about mormons may account for the failure of

interviewees to bring the subject of the priesthood ban up

furthermore seventeen years constitute a relatively long

time in collective political and social memory making such

an ommissionmissionimmissionom more understandable

baptists seemed most concerned with the small number of

african americans in the community which makes it difficult
to have close friendships amongst themselves as not many

live near each other as well as making it difficult for

their teenagers to find other african americans to socialize
with and to date

african american baptists may have expressed more

contentment with utah for a variety of reasons first all
but one of them came to utah from the south many of them in

the mid to late forties the south has consistently had

more racial strife than the mountain states hence the

contrast between the two areas might have something to do

with their more favorable impressions of utah furthermore

although utah does have areas of ethnic and racial
concentration segregated ghettos do not exist 504

503501jessiejessle L embry black saints in a white church
contemporary african american mormons salt lake city
signature books 1994 216 217

thomas G alexander and james B alienallenailen mormons &

gentiles A history of salt lake city boulder CO pruett
publishing co 1984 298
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probably more important than this is the fact that they

have been raised with the idea of being a minority and thus

have learned more effective ways of coping than have other
groups in his article on religious persecution among new

york city children morris rosenberg found that jewish

children the most persecuted of the groups he measured

also were the least affected by the persecution he

suggests several possible reasons for this including the

idea that perhaps jewish children are taught early to

expect such slights and to harden themselves against
them 505 in his research armand mauss also discovered

that the more orthodox or more dogmatic mormons are the

more likely they are to be less prejudicial in attitude and

behavior toward african americans 506 whether or not

rosenbergs theory is correct remains to be seen yet

interestingly the catholics and presbyteriansPresbyte whorians have the

least reason to develop skills to cope with a minority

status also relate the most problematic experiences and the

most criticism

rosenbergorosenbergosenberg 319

mauss 177 178
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and as a result
they may assume some danger in associating with their non

178

non LDS and the majorityminorityMajority frameworkMinority

having seen how the relationship between the LDS and

their neighbors plays itself out in the lives of the latter
we turn now to see just how that interaction fits into the

majorityminoritymajority frameworkminority the various frameworks for
such interactions will be discussed below in light of the

interview results
interviewees did not express the feeling that any

problems they suffered resulted from an outright hate or

conscious devaluing of others on the part of LDS utahnsutahna but
more from being outside that group or from being ignored

As with any group of people the LDS church has its zealotszealouszea

bigots
lots

and misfits some of whom may take their aggressions

out on their non LDS neighbors however the interviews did

not reveal any pattern of conscious planned persecution

towards the non LDS

thus it seems that the concept of unresolved animosity on

the part of the LDS cannot very well explain the general

experience of the non LDS

cultural transmission of ideas about the unworthy

behavior of worldly people outside the LDS church does

seem to be responsible for some of the experience of very

young children LDS children may learn that their standards

must be different somehow than othersothers7
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LDS peers at the same time the experience of the non LDS

children may also be due to the fact that locally based LDS

congregations have created a bond and a de facto in group

between young LDS children before they enter school
some LDS adults may also harbor suspicions of people

outside their tradition believing that different moral

standards provide a barrier to interacting with their
neighbors furthermore because the LDS church provides a

broad social program and because of the proportional size
of the LDS population especially in rural areas LDS

adults may have little chance or motivation to make a large
number of personal contacts outside their own church group

in effect this situation keeps some LDS people in the dark

as it were about who their non LDS neighbors are and when

faced with the opportunity of interacting with these people

the LDS individual may simply not know how to react
several interviewees said that they believed the LDS people

to be ignorant about most other people this naivete or

ignoraceignoranceig cannorace only be alleviated as LDS people begin to

consciously reach out to others or as more non LDS people

move into utah increasing the percentage of non LDS and

making interactions with them more commonplace until any

ignorance as to how to treat them melts away

of all the theories of prejudice and discrimination

discussed in the first chapter two seem to most accurately

describe the dynamic in utah the first would be the theory
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of group identification mormons tend to emphasize the
perception of themselves as being a chosen people or not
of the world in their sermons and sunday school lessons
they also assert to have THE one true church these
teachings tend to draw a sharper line between the in group

and the out group additionally the false corollary to the

belief that one has THE true church is the idea that every

one else has THE false church if the mormon theological

claim to have THE true church is correct it does not

necessarily follow that the religious feelings beliefs and

relations with god that other people have are totally
invalid although mormons do not actively preach this idea

it quite likely plays a part in their instinctive thinking

about other religious groups and may contribute to behavior

that tends to devalue other traditions
another factor which may contribute to mormons

overlooking their LDS neighbors may simply be the

availability of talent within the LDS community because

mormons make up more than seventy percent of the population

of the state they can find most of the talents they need

without going to other sources church activity provides a

natural social network where this can take place many of

the interviewees expressed the idea that they make friends

where they congregate either at work or in their religious
group and that if they were in the majority they would

most likely act the same way that the mormons do in
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addition three of these groups the african american

baptists jews and buddhists each make up less than one

percent of the state population it is only logical that
their voice would be relatively smaller

an exception to the theory of group identification in
the ldsnon LDS experience lies in the LDS emphasis on

converting others to their faith assimilation between

ethnic groups usually takes a great deal of time and major

shifts in attitude and is sometimes accomplished over

protests from members of the merging groups mormons

actively seek to bring other people into their group some

interviewees expressed the idea that if they converted to

the LDS faith they would immediately see doors open to

them and indeed many related experiences where this
happened for people they knew who had joined the LDS faith

the interviewesinterviewinterviewed also provided a fair amount of reason

to believe that a marxist concept of group interactions can

explain a certain amount of ldsnon LDS interactions in
terms of economics only two interviewees stated that they

had personally been adversely affected in their work

situation because of being non LDS one interviewee said

that when his wife had interviewed for several jobs in utah

several interviewer had stared rather intently at her

blouse he interpreted this as an effort to see whether she

wore the distinctive LDS undergarment and wonders if this
affected the outcome of the interviews several of the
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clergy and a few more of the laypeoplelay alsopeople related stories
of acquaintances who had been passed over for promotion or
who had been laid off due to religious affiliation in a

few cases interviewees affirmed that they could prove that
religion had affected these work situations most people

who brought up such stories however said they simply felt
that when faced with two equally qualified candidates who

differed in religious affiliation LDS employers would make

their choice based on that affiliation questions as to the

difference in how employees are treated in the public and

private sectors cannot be treated by this study as it is
too limited in scope and did not make this a matter for
questioning during the various interviews

taking another marxist bent most interviewees

expressed political domination on the part of the LDS many

of these same people simply attributed this to the number of

conservative republicans in utah noting that many mormons

fit that category however several others who felt utah to

be politically dominated by the LDS also expressed the

feeling that their voices would not be heard or that if
they ran for office they would be defeated because of their
religious affiliation when pressed to explain why they

thought they would be defeated most spoke of the LDS

network and word of mouth through LDS circles as a great

political boon most interviewees who felt the LDS people
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to be politically dominant described this domination in
fairly vague terms not specifying how it took place

on the other hand a number of interviewees not as

many as the first group expressed feelings of pleasure with

utahs conservative climate and some even stated a desire
for the LDS church to take a more active role in politics
interestingly of the three interviewees who had themselves

actively participated in political issues and races all
stated that they were welcome by the powers that bebellbeilbeli and

that their views recievedrelievedreci respecteved in government circles in
any case for most non LDS people there exists a perceived

barrier to their participation in the political process in

utah
A review of the interview results shows that the

experience of non LDS utahnsutahna takes on many of the trappings

of a typical minority experience theology does not seem to

have an overriding effect on interactions between the

groups although it does play a minor role A description

of the interactions between the LDS and non LDS peoples in

utah could be fairly easily applied to many other situations
in the united states where one ethnic or racial group

predominates

several irksome factors to life in utah not subsumed

under the various theories of group interactions cropped up

during the interviews some interviewees felt that
professional women do not always receive the same respect as
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their male colleagues several interviewees knew women who

had moved from the state to escape this situation A few

interviewees also talked about the translation of religious
values into secular norms utahs strict laws concerning

alcohol and the celebration on saturday of holidays that
officially fall on sunday both extracted several comments

for the most part interviewees felt utah to be fairly
open to them indeed non LDS people do not seem to face
any overt barriers in employment political participation
or social interactions however a good number of subtle
barriers as discussed above do exist how pervasive and

how powerful these barriers are is not only beyond the scope

of this thesis to say but also very difficult to evaluate

the issue of barriers in dating and marriage came up

quite frequently during the various interviews however

this does not seem to be an effort by the LDS to prevent

marxist type prestige gains for the non LDS in LDS

theology qualification for gods highest gift includes

marrying under the authority of the LDS priesthood those

who would marry under these circumstances must be members in

good standing of the LDS church reluctance on the part of

LDS people then to date or marry others probably stems

mostly from these theological beliefs although some LDS

people may translate these beliefs into a feeling that
others are not intrinsically worthy for such a marriage
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although some non LDS people convert and do fully
assimilate into LDS society the idea that the various
religious groups in utah will work together to form one new

syncretic religious fellowship seems ridiculous in the
extreme what has developed in utah and what will continue
to exist in the foreseeable future is a more pluralistic
society comprised of a large number of discrete groups

this state of separatism as described in chapter one

constitutes the best state of affairs in terms of

majorityminoritymajority relationsminority at the same time with such an

overwhelming LDS population the prospect of smaller groups

being occasionally overlooked or ignored must be dealt with

such oversight does and will continue to happen the

interviews themselves however suggest that major change

such as legal intervention between groups is not needed in

utah to make life more comfortable for the non LDS A

change in the attitudes of both the non LDS and the LDS

peoples would more appropriately deal with these problems

As with other minorities some non LDS people have

reacted to their minority status by taking on counter

culture symbols such as drinking coffee or smoking to show

their rejection of the majority group 507 ironically

in an article in christian century 98 july december
1981 1230 1232 george A nye wrote about the possibility
of utah churches simply becoming a counterculture club and
he warned pastors that they must work to focus on leading
their flock to christ rather than against the dominant
culture
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others have allowed the experience to strengthen their own

identity and make them leaders in their own groups both

the experience of becoming more aware of ones own group as

well as becoming antagonistic towards the majority
population are actions typical of minority group members as

discussed in chapter one hopefully the experience of

living in utah as a non LDS person strengthens more people

than it hurts

implications for the non LDS

people of faiths other than the LDS who come to live
in utah generally know that they will be a minority

however they may not be entirely familiar with what that
means this thesis provides information as to what

newcomers may expect and what kinds of activities can help

them avoid problems and challenges

by identifying the non LDS experience as a

majorityminoritymajority experienceminority and by placing that within a

sociological framework it can be seen that the non LDS in

utah do not experience gross overt prejudice nor anything

radically different than most other minority groups in

fact interviewees generally agreed that relations between

LDS and non LDS are steadily improving they attribute this
to an increasing awareness of different groups throughout

the nation as well as an influx of non LDS to the state and
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a growing willingness on the part of LDS leaders and

laypeoplelay topeople work with and recognize their non LDS

neighbors hopefully this information helps those who live
here to look more favorably on their experience relative to

other places and to understand how far intergroup relations
have progressed since the nineteenth century when members of

both sides of utahs population eagerly bashed each other in
the press and in public speeches

this study also identifies the recurring problem areas

for non LDS utahnsutahna rather than becoming angry over

unresolved negative feelings many of the interviewees have

thought through their situation and discovered that a good

reason exists for much of what happens in this state
As a large number of interviewees pointed out the LDS

church provides a great deal of social opportunity for its
members the fact that the non LDS do not participate in

these activities does not necessarily reflect a dislike for

them on the part of LDS people in fact it may present

something of a dilemma for the LDS if they invite non LDS

people to all of their activities they may be seen as being

overly pushy whereas if they do not ever invite them the

non LDS may feel socially ostracized
the fact remains that the LDS church like any church

works first to serve its members and then the local
community many of the interviewees have realized this and
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as a result have gone to their own faith groups to find the

social interaction that we all need

non LDS people may also need to consider what they can

expect in terms of change carol markstrom adams short
study of dating attitudes among mormons indicated that forty
two percent of LDS teens in her survey felt unacceptable

beliefs values standards and moral conduct of non

mormonscormonsMor tomons be a barrier to their dating them 508 althoughthough
it may not be true because of the way the question is
worded this result seems to indicate that LDS teens feel
non LDS teens to be somewhat less moral people and this may

be extrapolated to mean that non LDS people are not as

intrinsically valuable as LDS people asking that the LDS

church and LDS parents try to teach their children that they

are not somehow inherently morally superior because of their
being LDS seems a perfectly rational and even needed request

on the part of the non LDS

on the other hand asking that the LDS church abandon

its stance on issues of critical importance to its identity
such as sexuality basic ethical behavior marrying under

LDS authority its position with respect to sharing beliefs
or the assertion that the LDS church is THE true and

complete christian church in this world would be asking the

markstrom508markstrom adams attitudes on dating courtship and
marriage perspectives on in group versus out group
relationships by religious minority and majority
adolescents 93
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LDS church to give up important parts of its basic identity
although the non LDS do have a right to discuss with the LDS

church how these beliefs are played out in situations that
directly affect them it does not follow that they should be

able to demand that the LDS church change its essential
theology or belief

finally non LDS people can and many do learn from

their own experience as a minority that it does not always

work to categorize people it is interesting to note that
the group which has experienced the most discrimination in

this country the african americans was also the most

reluctant to make generalized statements about the LDS

peoplepeoldeol

implications

oleDleoie

for the LDS

perhaps the greatest good this study can do for the LDS

population of utah is to identify how and in what ways

their non LDS neighbors feel uncomfortable as a result of

LDS perceptions or behavior positive changes cannot be

initiated without some basic understanding of what must be

amended this thesis suggests several areas for
improvement

the issue which evoked the strongest feelings was that
of the treatment of children probably for a variety of

reasons some non LDS children experience discrimination
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based on religious affiliation mormon parents need to take

particular care to teach their children that each religious
tradition creates people of integrity and goodness in some

cases this situation may be remedied by a willingness to

have LDS children participate in activities outside their
church so that they are associated in positive activities
with others in any case a majority group must bear the

greater responsibility for teaching its members to respect

members of smaller groups numerically smaller groups

constantly experience exposure to member of the majority
group they are hence more likely to understand the

nature of others and the fact that most people are simply

that people where it is possible that majority group

members have very little contact with minority group

members it becomes all the more important that parents make

stronger efforts to teach their children as well as

themselves the basic humanity of all people

another major issue for non LDS people is the feeling

of being overlooked As pointed out previously overlooking

small populations of any group in a majority population as

large as that of the LDS in utah can be fairly easy

however although LDS utahnsutahna live in a lopsided world they

do not have permission to be rude to ignore or to pass

over the value of others traditions As christians it
must be assumed that the LDS subscribe to christs teaching

that if ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
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brethren ye have done it unto me 509 furthermore if the
LDS people are intent on following christ they must make

note of the numerous instances wherein jesus stopped to

attend to the needs of individual people within a larger
group As a majority the LDS have the greater
responsibility to make sure that religious holidays beliefs
and practices from other traditions receive the respect they

deserve also LDS people must examine their actions with

an eye to fairness and make a conscious effort to keep

knowledge of religious affiliation from unduly influencing

their actions towards others any major religion has much

that can be said to help people grow closer to god and that
merits respect in a sermon on 6 october 1863 brigham

young acknowledged this fact saying

our religion is simply the truth it is all said in
this one expression it embraces all truth wherever
found in all the works of god and man that are visible
and invisible to the mortal eye 510511

such a statement implys that LDS people need not only to be

aware of other religious traditions but make an effort to

learn from them what truths they have to teach

in this effort LDS church leaders must work to make

sure that intergroup relations becomes a part of their work

as well as a topic of discussion in their own congregations

failure to do so may engender bitterness in non LDS utahnsutahna

matthew 2540
brigham5obrigham young journal of discourses 10 6 october

1863 251
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and may push them towards more radical or assertive measures

to gain the respect they deserve

thankfully for some years now LDS leaders have been

engaged in work with and through other denominations and

religious organizations to provide material welfare to

people in need and to increase religious tolerance 511

also in the last general conference of the LDS church the

current president and prophet spent a portion of his sermon

discussing relations with other groups saying

I1 plead with our people everywhere to live with respect
and appreciation for those not of our faith there is
so great a need for civility and mutual respect among
those of differing beliefs and philosophies we must
not be partisans of any doctrine of ethnic superiority
we live in a world of diversity we can and must be
respectful toward those with whose teachings we may not
agree we must be willing to defend the rights of
others who may become the victims of bigotry 512

throughout its history the LDS church has actively
engaged in missionary work in foreign countries and around

the united states well over 80 percent of the LDS church

membership now live outside of utah 513511 if the church

itself is to continue to be successful in evangelization and

in aiding its own members it must begin to recognize the

value of diversity not only for the comfort of its neighbors

see the news in review sections of the annually
published deseret news church almanac

gordon B hinckley this is the work of the master
ensign 25 may 1995 71

deseret news 199596 church almanac salt lake city
deseret news 1994 412
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in utah but for the inner peace necessary for smooth

operations in its own work such concord within the church

cannot be established if its members act in exclusionary or

divisive ways

perhaps the area for greatest introspection on the part
of LDS people revolves around their efforts to proselytize
or to share their beliefs many non LDS people told of

being abandoned or ignored once they had established that
they had no interest in joining the LDS church LDS members

need to consider what this means are they treating their
neighbors like an object rather than a person why is it
that LDS people work to share their religious beliefs and

with what end

near the end of his life as recorded in the gospel of

john christ who throughout his ministry had taught people

to love their neighbor as themselves gathered his disciples
and told them that he had a new commandment this new

commandment was to love one another the novelty of this
commandment was that they were to love each other as christ
loved them 514 hopefully the LDS people can one by one

come to a knowledge of gods love for each of them

personally and then with that understanding offer to

other people the good of their own lives their support and

the love that christ spoke of this thesis is offered in

that hope

514john 1334 35
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suggestions for further research

quantitative data while interesting in its own right
and attractive because of its scientific aspect must

always be fleshed out with something qualitative studies
like the present one offer the comments of real people to
accomplish this task furthermore qualitative work can

suggest to researchers what questions need to be answered

with quantitative data while doing these interviews

several themes recurred that suggest areas for possible

further research

first many people wondered what it would be like to

live in utah without an association within a church group

they frequently suggested that such a life would be quite

difficult and rather lonely an examination of how church

groups in utah work to support their members or a study

comparing social clubs fitness groups cafes and bars in

utah to those in other states might prove very interesting
many people also felt that life in rural utah would be

much more difficult for non LDS people As already

indicated one study has shown that rural non LDS have

higher levels of stress in their lives 515 such a study

might also see if there is any correlation between minority

group stress and the length of time a subject area has been

krannich et al perceived stress among
nonmetropolitan utah residents
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settled it is likely that networks between people who have

just moved into a new and rapidly growing area may still be

rather open and those in old established areas somewhat

closed

other researchers may want to find out how such factors
as employment education age and gender affect attitudes
about different groups mauss suggests that these factors
have more effect on mormon attitudes towards religious
groups than do their religious feelings 516

what effect church affiliation has on political
attitudes and especially what role it plays in how utahs
legislators act seems to be another very good field for
study surveys of attitudes in the legislature may reveal a

great deal to either validate or invalidate the feelings of

the interviewees

statistical studies could also be done to bear out the

various suspicions and claims of the non LDS measuring how

people in utah are promoted and how fast and comparing that
to religious affiliation could prove most interesting such

a study could also compare different types of work

environments as well both private and public

additionally a series of interviews with members of

several national denominations such as the assemblies of

god and southern baptists who have maintained a somewhat

mauss mormonism and minorities 178
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antagonistic stance with respect to the LDS church might

prove very interesting
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appendix A

latter day saint population in utah517

year total utah LDS population

population
percentage LDS

1850518

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

11

40

86

143

210

276

373

449

507

550

669

890

1059

1461

1722

380

273

786

963

779

749

351

396

847

310

962

627

273

037

850
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39
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278

315

365
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643

777

1026

1305

346

238

667

938

474

383

685

487

889

664

599

973

633

365

000ooo

99.7099709970
97.4397439743

83.7383738373

77.0677067706
66.6566656665
66.6266626662
61.2561256125
61.9761976197

62.2062206220

66.4566456645
66.8066806680
72.3172317231
73.4173417341
70.2570257025
75.7575757575

information for this chart comes from the deseret
news LDS church news section from the week of june 19
1983 page 7 the population figures for the state come
from US census data and those for the LDS population from
the offices of the LDS church figures for 1990 come from
statistical abstract of utah 1993 5 and the deseret news
1991 1992 church almanac 332

population figures for 1850 1860 and 1870 are
estimates as the boundaries of the state did not at that
time match their current position
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xvappendixpendix B

clergy interview questions
1 what is your background in terms of where you were

born raised and educated
2 are you married and do you have children and if so how

old are they

3 how old are you

4 how long have you been in utah and in what areas
5 what if any kinds of social outreach programs has

your congregation been involved in
6 what has been the response of the community to these

actions
7 what if any kinds of interchurch or

interdenominational work has your congregation been

involved in
8 what has been the tenor or the nature of such

cooperative interchurch work

9 what if any cooperative actions have you had

specifically with the LDS church

10 what has been the tenor or nature of such cooperative

actions with the LDS church

11 what if any kinds of political actions have you as a

congregation been involved in

12 what has been the response of the community to this
action
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13 how would you characterize the experience of members of

the clergy who come to minister in utah
14 how would you characterize the culture of utah and how

might you compare that to other places where you have

lived
15 how would you characterize the social environment of

utah in terms of peoples personal interactions group

activities social clubs and things of that nature and

how might you compare that to other areas where you

have lived
16 how would you characterize the political environment of

utah and how might you compare that to other places

where you have lived
17 how would you characterize the religious environment in

utah and what role does religion play in peoples
lives here as opposed to other places where you have

lived
18 for the children of your denomination between the ages

of five and twelve do you think they have any

different experience here in utah than they would any

place else or is it the same and does their religious

affiliation affect the way that people in the larger
community react to them

19 for the teenagers of your denomination between the

ages of thirteen and nineteen do you think they have

any different experience here in utah than they would
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any place else or is it the same and does their
religious affiliation affect the way that people in the
larger community react to them

20 for the adults of your denomination do you think they

have any different experience here in utah than they

would any place else or is it the same and does their
religious affiliation affect the way that people in the

larger community react to them

21 how would you characterize the LDS individuals that you

know

22 how would you characterize the LDS church as an

institution or an organization and how do you think

that institution affects life in utah
23 Is there anything else that you have thought of since

we made this appointment or since we have been sitting
here talking that you think is important to say about

the experience of members of your denomination here in

utah
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xivx&v

denomination church

in

Avappendixpendix C

layperson interview questions
1 what is your background in terms of where you were

born raised and educated
2 are you married and do you have children and if so how

old are they

3 how old are you

4 how long have you been a member of your present

denominationchurch
5 how would you characterize your present activity level

in your church

6 how long have you been in utah and in what areas
7 how would you characterize the culture of utah and how

might you compare that to other places where you have

lived
8 how would you characterize the social environment of

utah in terms of peoples personal interactions group

activities social clubs and things of that nature and

how might you compare that to other areas where you

have lived
9 how would you characterize the political environment of

utah and how might you compare that to other places

where you have lived
10 how would you characterize the religious environment in

utah and what role does religion play in peoples
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lives here as opposed to other places where you have

lived
11 for the children of your denomination between the ages

of five and twelve do you think they have any

different experience here in utah than they would any

place else or is it the same and does their religious

affiliation affect the way that people in the larger
communitymunitycor react to them

12 for the teenagers of your denomination between the
ages of thirteen and nineteen do you think they have

any different experience here in utah than they would

any place else or is it the same and does their
religious affiliation affect the way that people in the

larger community react to them

13 for the adults of your denomination do you think they

have any different experience here in utah than they

would any place else or is it the same and does their
religious affiliation affect the way that people in the

larger community react to them

14 do you think that your church affiliation has affected

the way that your neighbors coworkers and people in

the community that you meet react to you

15 do you think that your experience is typical of the

other adults in your congregation

16 how would you characterize the LDS individuals that you

know
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17 how would you characterize the LDS church as an

institution or an organization and how do you think

that institution affects life in utah
18 Is there anything else that you have thought of since

we made this appointment or since we have been sitting
here talking that you think is important to say about

the experience of members of your denomination here in

utah
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salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 3 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author

doi lynn interviewed at her home in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 22 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

durler russell interviewed at wasatch presbyterian
church in fruit heights by jesse S bushman on 25
february 1995 transcript in possession of the author

eshelman david interviewed at his home in payson by
jesse S bushman on 16 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

fussner richard interviewed at his home in farmington by
jesse S bushman on 11 march 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

hall wiley interviewed at his home in west valley city
by jesse S bushman on 29 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

hart adam interviewed at the jewish community center in
salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 18 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author

hart steve interviewed at his home in sandy by jesse S
bushman on 25 may 1995 transcript in possession of
the author
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hesleph gladys interviewed at calvary baptist church in
salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 16 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author

hirano jerry K interviewed at the salt lake buddhist
temple by jesse S bushman on 19 october 1994
transcript in possession of the author

hirano jerry K interviewed at the salt lake buddhist
temple by jesse S bushman on 25 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author

hirano jerry K phone conversation with jesse S bushman
on 4 august 1995 notes in possession of the author

hobbs louise interviewed at her home in mapleton by
jesse S bushman on 13 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

hristou rhea interviewed at st vincent de paul catholic
school in sandy by jesse S bushman on 5 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author

jensen ken interviewed at his home in woodland hills by
jesse S bushman on 15 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

kaiser thomas J interviewed at st vincent de paul
catholic church in sandy by jesse S bushman on 24
may 1995 transcript in possession of the author

klug fred interviewed at his home in salem by jesse S
bushman on 15 may 1995 transcript in possession of
the author

koga brenda interviewed at her home in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 17 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

lewis janie interviewed at her home in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 17 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

lilly HJ interviewed at his home in west valley city by
jesse S bushman on 28 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

lopez leonidas interviewed at sacred heart catholic
church in salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 5
june 1995 transcript in possession of the author
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macaroni liza real name withheld by request interviewed
at her home in fruit heights by jesse S bushman on 4
march 1995 transcript in possession of the author

deacon mayo phone interview by jesse S bushman 3 january
1995 notes in possession of dr james B alienallenailen
brigham young university

miller edward interviewed at his home in salt lake city
by jesse S bushman on 27 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

morris sylvia interviewed at her home in south jordan by
jesse S bushman on 14 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

mulholland ken interviewed at the offices of the utah
institute for biblical studies in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 24 october 1994 transcript in
possession of the author

okubo yukie interviewed at her home in bountiful by
jesse S bushman on 10 may 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

peterson lori phone interview by jesse S bushman 10
january 1995 notes in possession of dr james B

alienallen brigham young university

riendeau walter A interviewed at san andres church in
payson by jesse S bushman on 9 may 1995 transcript
in possession of the author

sagers paul interviewed at his home in salt lake city by
jesse S bushman on 25 march 1995 transcript in
possession of the author

silliman jeffrey interviewed at mount olympus
presbyterian church in salt lake city by jesse S
bushman on 2 november 1994 transcript in possession
of the author

taylor ed interviewed at his home in sandy by jesse S
bushman on 25 march 1995 transcript in possession of
the author

twigg theodore interviewed at his home in salt lake city
by jesse S bushman on 28 june 1995 transcript in
possession of the author
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umana pedro interviewed at st francis of assisi catholic
church in provo by jesse S bushman on 11 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author

watanabe troy interviewed at the salt lake buddhist
temple by jesse S bushman on 20 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author

watson brad real name withheld by request interviewed
at his office in salt lake city by jesse S bushman
on 1 june 1995 transcript in possession of the
author

wenger frederick L interviewed at kol ami synagogue in
salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 7 april 1995
transcript in possession of the author

winecurwinecourWine dancur interviewed at kol ami synagogue in salt
lake city by jesse S bushman on 23 may 1995
transcript in possession of the author

young robert interviewed at calvary baptist church in
salt lake city by jesse S bushman on 9 june 1995
transcript in possession of the author
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ABSTRACT

utahs foundation under the influence of the LDS
church and the continued influence of the majority LDS
population in the state make this area unique in the united
states this situation makes life for the non LDS in utah
somewhat different than in other areas through a series of
interviews with members of the roman catholic presbyterian
baptist national baptist convention buddhist and jewish
faiths this thesis produced a large body of qualitative
data concerning the non LDS experience in utah

the experience of non LDS people in utah can by
typified with a few exceptions as a traditional
majorityminoritymajority interactionminority elements of marxist theory
and also of the group identification theory adequately
explain most of the elements of the non LDS utah experience
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